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RABBIT SHOW — Winners in the 4-H rabbit show last night at the county fair were, from left, David Robinson,
best junior English; Billy Bailey, best opposite meat Margy Burchfield, best oppositee fancy; David Daughaday, best
single fryer; ROM* 'Gag, best mixed; Tommy Sanders, best fancy; Chris Harper, best American blue; and Mike
Robinson, best pre-junior.
10.
FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE PULL — The four-wheel drive pull was held at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair last
night, despite rainy weather and a muddy track. Winners included Tommy West, 3,500 pound stock; Steve Treas,
3,500 pound modifiech Ronnie Grogan, 5,000 pound stock; Gary Canter, 5,000 modified; Kenneth Grady, 6,500
pound stock, and Kenneth Wiggins, 6,500 pound modified.
v.
Judge At Mayfield Releases
Inmates Due To Jail Conditions
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Citing
unsafe conditions caused by the
presence of "Contraband," City Judge
Charles 0. Davis has released several
prisoners from the Mayfield city jail.
Six prisoners were released and had
their sentences suspended by Davis last
Friday, and "two or three others" were
to be released Monday, the judge said.
"This only includes .,. . those
prisoners I, have sentenced, not those
serving time for jail terms imposed by
the police for not paying fines," said
Davis. "I have nothing to do with that."
With the six releases Friday, only
seven inmates remained in the 32
inmate capacity jail.
In an order released Friday, Davis
said that "because of the continuous
flow of contraband ( whisky, matches,
marijuana, needles, razor blades, pills
etc.) it is deemed by this court that the
city jail has not been operated in such a
manner to protect the health and
welfare of the prisoners...
"To protect said prisoners, it is
ordered and adjudged that the
following prisoners be released from
custody..."
Davis' order named six prisoners.
, se-firing sentences for public
drunkenness, and Davis said he would
continue to release prisoners until he
feels the fail is safe.
Police Seek Fern Stolen From Porch
A giant Boston fern, almost 20 years
old, has been reported stolen from the
front porch of the home of 76-year-old
Mrs. Myrtle F. Futrell, 1001 Poplar,
according to the Murray Police
Department.
An MPD spokesman said that the
fern was taken 44.om the porch about




"Twilight Cabaret," a company of
twelve performers will present a
musical variety show at the Calloway
County Public Library Thursday, July
14 at 2:00 p. m. The show is free of
charge and open to tbe public.
The performers ire Murray State
University italents from the
Department of Speech and Theatre
under the direction of Robert E.
Johnson, artistic director, and Henry C.
Bannon, musical director.
The show includes hit songs from
several of Broadway's longest-running
musicsls, skits, andsome sing-a-longs.
Performances are held nightly except
Monday at the old bathhouse in
Kentucky Dam Village State Park
through August 7, and are sponsored in
conjunction with the Kentucky
Department of Parks.
The cast ''includes: Mark Atha,
Frankfort; Francie Beard, Paducah;
David Davis, Owensboro; Joe Dossett,
Sacramento, Ky.; Dreux Herdy,
Paducah; Mary Hill, Springfield, Va.;
Jana Jones, Murray; Catherine Nix,'
Owenton; Larry Riter, Butler, Ohio;
Jill Samples, Wood River, RI.; Mark
Wilson, Pontiac, Mich. and James
Wright, Ill.
"Everyone is invited to attend that
lighthearted and entertaining show,"
library spokesman said.
• - ' -
was described as "about 20 years old, 5-
"8 to 5-10, 150-165 pounds with dark
hair."
MPD officers recovered a man's
cigarette lighter and found a footprint
believed to have been made by the fern
thief the spokesman said.
The spokesman said that the police
department is mainly interesting in
recovering the fern for Mrs. Futrell
who received it as a gift from her late
husband almost 20 years ago.
"If the fern is left in a convenient
place and the police department is
notified, we'll pick it up and deliver it to
Mrs. Futrell," the spokesman said. "If
we catch the thief, we'll prosecute," the
spokesman added.
In addition, the spokesman requested
that anyone who might find the fern,
which is some fouriteet tall, should
contact the police department at 753-
1621.
Mrs. Futrell received the "Yard of
the Month" award from the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club in June.
-We've had several instances of fire,
in the facility, and I keep telling the
police department that if they wouldn't
allow matches, then they would not
have the fires," Davis said. But the
still let the prisoners have matches.
"It's rr...re dangerous up there' I the





The regular-summer quarter meetiu
of the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education. (CHE) is scheduled for 9
a.m. this Saturday, July 16, at the
corderence center (Room 209) in Roy.
Stewart Stadium at the Murray-Ste* -
University campus.
Among items scheduled at the
meeting will be consideration of final
approval of a $1.7 million renovation
project at MSU's Wells Hall. The
renovation will allow the relocation of
university administrative offices as
well as quarters for several MSU deans
and faculty members.
The CHE will also consider a
recorrunendation from the executive
committee on the agency budget for
fiscal year 1978.
Other items scheduled for action
include:
the election of a chairman;
— capital construction projects;
— recommendations on Area „Hea.t.
Education Services projects; and;
— recommendations from . th(
financial affairs coinmittee.
The meeting is open to the publit
inside today 
One Section —12 Pages
Brock Speer, who has been witIrThe Singing SpeerFamily for 26 years, is a quiet, gentle man. He's the topicof local columnist M. C. Garrott in today's Garrott'sGalley on the Opinion Page, page 4:
hot and humid today's index
Partly cloudy, hot and Building Page
humid today, tonight and Classified Ads
Wednesday. Scattered Comics .
thunderstorms, mainly in the Crossword
afternoon and evening. Highs Dear Abby 
today and Wednesday tri the
lo iv to mid 90s. Lows tonight in
the low to mid 70s.
Winds south to southwest



















Rainy Weather Does Not
Halt County Fair Opening
Rainy weather and a muddy track
didn't 'stop the four-wheel drive pull
Monday night as the -1977 Murray-
Calloway County Jaycee Fair officially
opened.
Kenneth Wiggins was the winner in
the 6,500 pound modified category in the
four-wheel drive pull. Kenneth Gray
won the 6,500 stock. Gary Canter was
the winner in the 5,000 pound modified
class, and Ronnie Grogan took first in
the 5,000 stock class.
Steve Tress took first in the 3,500
modified class with Tommy West
winning in the 3,500 pound stock.
The 4-H rabbit show was also held
-Monday night at the county fair.
Winners in that event were: David
Robinson, best junior English; Bill
Bailey, best opposite meat; • Margy
Burchfield, best opposite fancy; David
Daughaday, best single fryer; Ronnie
King, best mixed; Tommy Sanders,
best fancy; Chris. Harper, best
American blue; and Mike Robinson,
ba pre-junior.
The Jersey Cattle show began today
at ten a.m., and tonight's grandstand
attraction will be the Demolition Derby
at seven p.m, 'On Wednesday, the
Holstein-Friesian cattle show will be
held at 10 a.m., the open rabbit show
will be at five p.m., and the All-
American Rough Riders and fireworks
. display will be the grandstand
attraction at seven p.m.
•
RAINY START — The 1977 Murray-Calloway County-Jaycee Fair got off to
a rainy start Monday night. The 1977 fair queen, Miss Paulette Hooks, was
there anyway, umbrella and all, for the official opening of the fair.
Tenn-Tom Construction
Running Ahead Of Plan
Construction of the Tennessee-
Tombigbee Waterway, a 253-mile, $1.4
billion canal that will create a link from
e rnfiessee River -near PtckwIck
Pam to the Tombigbee River near
Demopolis, Ala., is running ahead of
schedule, Army Corps of Engineers
officials told the Tenn-Tom Waterways
Development Authority yesterday.
"Things are going extremely well,"
Brig.• Gen. Kenneth E. McIntyre,
engineer for the corps South Atlantic
Division, told members of the board at
its quarterly meeting at Lake Barkley
State Resort Park near Cadiz Monday.
Even though McIntyre declined to
predict if the project will be completed
and in use before the target date of 1986,
be did say that "the pace is faster than
we had hoped for . . . We've got the
money, the motivation and the weather
(to build swiftly)."
Over $300 million worth of the Tenn-
Ammons Indicted
By Federal Jury
A _federal_ grand lima meeting in
Louisville Monday returned a six-count
indictment against Murray physician
Dr. James Ray Anunons, who has been
convicted in one drug-related case and
pleaded no contest in another such case
in recent weeks.
The indictments charge Dr.
Ammons, 47, with the distribution of
PCP, a non-narcotic controlled
substance to two Murray youths on-
June 28 of this year.
On June 27 Ammons pleaded "nobo
contendere" (no contest) to charges of --
possessing and importing marijuana in
U. S. District Court in Paducah. Earlier
in June, Ammons was convicted in the
federal court of Judge Charles Allen in
Paducah for taking part in an alleged
scheme to purchase marijuana in
Florida for resale.
The Murray -physician is facing a
total of 15 years in prison and a $.5,000
fine in connection with his conviction
and no contest plea.
_ In addition, the state. Board of
Medical Licensure plans to file papers
in an attempt to revoke Ammons'
Kentucky.
eto practice medicine in
Calloway School
Board Sets Meet
The Calloway County Board of
Education- will consider the 1977-78
budget and tax rate at its regular
. meeting this Thursdat at -7.:10 p.m. in
the board offices on College Farm
Road.
Several other items of general school
system business will also be discussed
at the meeting including bids on
cafeteria products, school bus
insurance and workman's
compensation insurance.
- • _the mgeting open le the public.
Tom project is presently under contract
and $275.9 million has already been
appropriated by Congress for the
project. Watel=wa y
to get another $165 million from
Congress for the 1978 fiscal year which
begins Oct. 1.
The .waterway will reduce the
distance from Paducah to the Gulf of
Mexico by some 400 miles and is
expected to be the key to a population
increase of 43,000 and a work-force
increase of 21,000 in the Jackson
Purchase area by the year 2000.
McIntyre told the board that the
waterway had overcome one of its
worst obstacles last spring when
President Carter had it on a list of
waterway projects to be cut. But. in
April Mr. ,Carter said that, after
reviewing the projects, he had decided
' to reinstate federal funding for the
tennessee-Tombigbee. The waterway
has also been the center of a dispute
with environmentalists who have
raised objects to the dredging of new
channels for the water flow.
,Col. Charlie Blalock, the corps'
Mobile Districteaginaer, told the board
- hint'-environmental handling' is
another aspect of the waterway project
that is proving to be satisfactory. He
said that three consultants employed by
the board to check the work, along with
state and federal environmental-
agencies and environmental groups"..
are not 'yes' men. They take us to
task if they think we are not doing
right."
Blalock also pointed out that the land
to be covered with water or dredged is
being closely explored ' ar-
chaeologically. He said sunken boats,
artifacts and bones of a man believed to
be 8,000 years old have been found.
Z. Enix of Murray and two other area
people, Ed Paxton Jr. of Paducah and
John H. Hay of Cadiz, are members of
the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
Development Authority, a five-state
organization which promotes-
development of the waterway. 7-
Benton Artist Ken Holland
To Be At University Library
Ken Holland, Benton artist and one of
the most rapidly emerging painters in
the country-today, will be at the Murray
State University Library Friday, July
, 15, from 9 a. m. until 4:30 p. m. to
answer questions and to discuss his
work.
A number of the artist's original oil
paintings also will be exhibited at the
--library throughbut August, and
included in his discussion will be an
explanation of the step-by-step pr6cess
of making prints from the original oil
paintings.
Holland's work has been exhibited in
many sections of the country in recent
years. His work has been shown' in
every major town in Kentucky as well
as in many cities in Tennessee, Indiana,
Florida and Michigan. His prints are
shipped to 39 states and Canada. 's
A -native of Marshall County, Holland,
has been interested in drawing since
childhood. He began his original oil
paintings in 1969 after previously
experimenting with house paints on
fiber glass.
Holland's principal works focus
around still life and landscapes. A
religious artist, he says that there is
portion of God's handiwOrk in every
painting."
The exhibit of his works at the
Murray State Library will contain a
number of originals and a framed print
of each. Some of the most popular ones
to be included are: "John Three
Sixteen," "My Yoke is Easy," "God
Bless- America," "Amazing Grace,"
"Sentimental Echo" and "Angles," the
late Vice President Alben W. Barkley's
home near Paducah.
e "Cider Apples" hangs in the family
'Vining room of 'Kentucky Gov. Juhan_ . .
VISITING ARTIST: Ken Holland,
Benton 'artist, is shown with his
latest painting, "Up Wind," one of
several he will exhibit and discuss
1uIv 13 during a day-long stay at
the Murray State University
Library. The public is invited to
meet him, view some of his works
and to discuss his techniques with
him at thal time.
M. Carroll in the governor's mansion in
Frankfort. Another, "Something Old
and Something New," also hangs in the
governor's mansion. Both prints were
gifts of the arKst to Governor Carroll.
Also included in the exhibit will be
"The Elk," done by the artist with
crayons when he wasJ1 years old.
Both Holland and his wife, the fornaer
Bethel Sills of Model, Tenn., are
members. of the Murray Art Guild.
They live at Route 2, White Star Farm,
near Benton. _ _ - •
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Miss Felicia Housden Is
Married To Robert A. Hill
The sanctuary of the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church was the
setting for the wedding of Miss
Felicia Gay le Housden, oldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Housden of Hazel
Route Two, and Robert Allen
Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert T. Hill of Murray.
The Rev. W. Glenn Hill,
uncle of the groom, officiated
at the ceremony read at seven
p. In. on Friday, June 10, at
the altar centered with the
brass arch entwined with
greenery. Baskets of
chrysanthemums, gladioli,
and greenery were on each





A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Oneida
White. Selections included
-Colour .My World," "Love
Story," Naudia's Theme,"
.-1f," "We've Only Just
Begun," and "First Time
Ever 1 Saw Her Face." The
couple knelt at the prayer
bench as "The Lord's Prayer"
was repeated.
Bride's Dress

















.$1r. and Mrs. Robert Allen Hill
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
was lovely in her wedding
gown of, white satin fashioned
with a low Youncineckline and
band effect at the waist with
the long flowing lace train
being attached to the dress at
the waist. The bodice was
covered with lace to match the
Ion  lace_sleeves., Hex •elbow
length veil was attached to a
white hat.
- -She carried a bridal bouquet
of yellow roses and white
daisies centered with a yellow
orchid.
Mrs. Cindy Brandon Pitt-
man was the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Rhonda Housden and Miss
Tina Housden, sisters of .the
bride, and Miss Leah Hill,
sister of the groom. The flower
girl was Bethany Hill, cousin
of the groom.
They all wore identical floor
length dresses of yellow
designed with a v effect in the
center with ruffles on for the
yoke effect and for the sleeve.
effect. The matron of honor
and bridesmaids carried
bouquets of white daisy
poinpoms with yellow and
white ribbons. The flower girl
carried a basket filled with
rose petals.
Best man for Mr. Hill was
Ricky Cunningham. The
groomsmen were Steve
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Charles Glisson. Ushers were
Randy Dunn and Jeff
Raspeberry. Jimmy Hill,
brother of the groom, was the
ringbearef and. carried-the
rings On ateart shaped pillow.
The groom wore a white
tuxedo, Mr. Housden wore a
light green tuxedo, and the
other men in the wedding
-party -atom-yellow- -tuxedoes.
Mrs. Housden, mother of the
bride, chose to wear a green
floor length dress with jacket
and had a corsage of two
yellow orchids. The groom's
mother, Mrs. Hill, wore a blue'
floor length dress with a
corsage of two white orchids.
• Corsages of white car-
nations were worn by Mrs.
Eunice Housden, Murray,
grandmother of the bride, and
Mrs. Hester Brown, Hazel,
and -Mrs. W. L. Hill, Camden,
Tn., grandmothers of the
groom. The bride's maternal
grandmother, Mrs. Albert
West, died - during the past
year.
Presiding at the register at
the church were -Ni)Ann
Osbron and Sonia Hendon. The
register table was adorned
with-two yellow roses in a bud
vase and guests signed with a
yellow plume pen.
Mrs. 'Mavis McCamish
directed the wedding, and
!qrs. George (Opal)
Shoemaker fashioned and
designed the dresses for the
bride and her attendants.
Reception
The reception was held in
the church fellowship hall
following the ceremony.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white lace
cloth and centered with a gold
container filled with yellow
and white daisies and white
candles. The three tiered
wedding cake was topped with
a bride and groom statuette
and garlanded with yellow
daisies.
Sei %Mg at the reteptiOn
were. Patti Knott, Debbie
Colson, Sonia Hendon, and Nix
Ann Osbron.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
to the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park with the bride
wearing a green pant en-
semble and,the yellow orchid
from her bouquet. ..
Mr. and Mrs. Hill are now
residing on Murray Route
Four.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen
Hill, parents of the groom,
entertained in honor- of their
son and his bride-to-be with a
dinner preceding the wedding
rehearsal on Thursday, June
9, at the Sirloin Stockade.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants.
Blood Ri rer BY IT" To
Meet Here Thursdav
The Baptist Young Women
of the Blood River Association
will meet Thursday, July 14,
at seven p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall -of the First
Baptist Church.
'Richard Poe, n7w director
of the Baptist Student Union at
Murray State University, will
be the special speaker, ac-
cording to Phyllis Whitney,
associational director, who
invites all interested persons
to attend.





By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 16 years and have
four children. The oldest is 15 and the baby is 2. My
husband (I'll call him "Joe") is a NCO in the U.S. Army. 1
thought our marriage was solid, but when he came home
last month after serving 13 months in Korea, he seemed
quiet and moody. Then he dropped a bombshell in my lap
when he told me he had "fallen in love" with an 18-year-old
Korean girl who is now four months pregnant with his
child!
He says he loves me but can't turn his back on this girl
because when she was 17, she had a baby by a Canadian
soldier who deserted her.
Joe wants to divorce me, go back to Korea, marry this
girl and bring her (and her child) here, so she can have her
baby here. He says in time she may find another man to
love and marry her, then he'll divorce her and marry me.
Joe is 88 and I am 35. I know he really loves me, but he
feels guilty about what he did in Korea and takes pity on
this girl. I told him I loved him too much to divorce him.
(Was that Wrong?)
.1 know if I let him go to marry her, he'll regret it later.
What do you advise?
HEARTSICK IN TEXAS
DEAR HEARTSICK: I think you're wise to bold off
rushing into a divorce. Although Joe doesn't deserve any
good conduct medals for his behavior in Korea, it's to his
credit that he's willing to accept the responsibility for biti
actions.
An alternative plan would be to send the Korean'girl
money for her confinement and child support. It makes
more sense thanbreaking up a 16-year-old, four-children
marriage so that he can hastily marry a 18-year-old girl,
divorce her later and remarry you again.
The word from here is to hang in there and keep your
marriage intact. Good luck. Let me know what you decide
to do. I care.
-DEAR -ABBY SINGLE- SIMON wrote-to -say that as a
bachelor he is through accepting party invitations unless
he can bring his own date. And you said that most
hostesses invite bachelors to provide escorts for-the single
women. •
The concept that most bachelors are invited to parties
only to provide escorts for single women is a screaming
insult to all single men!
Why must a party have an equal number of men and
women? There is no need for a man or woman to feel out of
place at a party -without a partner unless, of course, the
party is an orgy.
SINGLE BY CHOICE
DEAR SINGLE: For my part, guests should be invited
to parties for their personalities—and not to balance the
number of males and females. P.S. I've never attended an
orgy, but I am under the impression that any number can
play.)
DEAR ABBY: How can a won-tan tell for certain
whether a. mlin's proposal of marriage Is sincere?
PROPOSED TO
_ DEAR PROPOSED: U a woman_ doesn't know a man
well enough to know whether he's sincere or bluffing, she
doesn't know him well enough to marry him.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long
sell-addressed, stamped 1240 envelope.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Brake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, len
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
the stars say, read the forecast Much deep thought should go
given for your birth Sign. into this day. There will be
proposals and counter-
proposals. Do not be swayed by
emotionalism or bias. Let good
judgment be your guide.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.. 23 to Dec..-21).__ 3er_ VP
Note Scorpio. Your outlook
similar. Be careful not to
misinterpret others' meanings
TAURUS and not to be misunderstood
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 64Cii;5. yourself. Shun mere gossip.
Creative interests stimulated. CAPRICORN
Your ideas are not only in. ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ad WIC
sptrational but also highly Don't shift from one plan or
feasible. Also favored: romance aaivity to another without
and family concerns. reason. Don't make promises
you can't keep and do not aim
for the unreasonable. A day for
caution.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ..AA
Review finances, domestic
situatitins, future needs. There
may be room for improvement
in your plans. If one idea proves
unworkable, try another. 
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Overcome any hesitancy that
could prevent you from
producing in your usual top
form. Aim for special
achievement rather than ac-
LEO I) complishment by volume.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) wsi
A -good day for launching YOU BORN TODAY are
constructive plans . and endowed with a fine mind, a
projects; also for developing great love of home and family
helpful contacts. Just one ad- and a talent for mathematics
monition, however: Don't let and Science. Your loyalty and
emotions influence your sense of responsibility are
decisions.outstanding. as are Yoig „con-
e, serration *idVIRGO11) —You are extremely versatile
(Aug- 24 to Sept. 72) and, you do not lose 
In job matters., use techniques &knee in yourself (a Cancerian
proved potent in the past, but. tendency), can become highly
also 
be fttlidS. 
to consider new successful in almost any career
angles, methods, etc. Couple you choose. You could turn toresoluteness with a certain 6. literary woad and shine in
amount of flexibility. it, or a business connected with
LIBRA books; could excel In real
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An estate, archeology, music,
Look for better ways to medicine, the law or ar-
handle your obligations: There --ehitecture. Traits to curb:
are always improved methods, jealoulY
\10
ARIES Ars,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Activities speed up now —
especially in the early after-
noon. Pairtieiflarly favored:
personal relationships, com-
munications of every type.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) ni9.
Small things may try your
patience, but you have the will
power to over come
aggravation. Use it! Keep your




(June 22 to July 23)
Auspicious influences favor
partnerships, promise
cooperation in putting over new






devices, implements. And YOU possessiveness. Birthdate of:





ciates will meet at seven p. m.
fa the University Church of
Christ Annex. All ladies are
welcome.
. Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m. All interested
persons aminvited.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at the Kenlake Hotel
meeting room at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, July 13
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include medicinal
plant walk at 10:30 a.m. at
campground bath house,
treasure hunt at 1:30 p.m. at
hotel front porch, pool ex-
travaganza at hotel pool at
2:30 p.m., softball at cam-
pground bath house at 4:30
p.m., fishing seminar at hotel
meeting room at seven p.m.,
and sing-a-long at hotel
garden room at 8:30 p.m.
Outland Cemetery will have
a picnic lunch at twelve noon
with Betty 0. Vinsen in charge-
of arrangements.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet.allhe Haielnmunity
Center at one p.m.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at two p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. _ _
Ladies day events at the
Murray Country Club will
include golf with Betty Scott
as hostess and tennis with
Corrine ,Stripling and Betty
'Hunter as hostesses, both at
9:30 a.m., and luncheon at
twelve noon with Mrs.
Richard Knight as hostesses'
chairman.
Golf will ,be played at nine
a.m. at the Oaks Country Club
-with Carolyn Lane as hostess,
and bridge with Agnes Fair as
hostess at the sal-6v time for
the ladies day events.
Land Between the Lake
events will include awoodland
stroll starting at Center
Station at four p.m.
Wednesday, July 13
Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet jointly at thesocial hall
of the church at 7:A0 p.m. with
Helen Hodges as the special
guest speaker.
Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will have an ice cream
social.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30
a.m. to three p.m.
Bowling for senior citizens




present a musical variety
show at the Calloway County
Public Library at two p.m.
The show is free' and open to
the public.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior. Citizens with
demonstration on "making a
Christmas wreath" by Ray
Ralph at 10:30 a.m., sack
lunch at noon, and table
games at one p.m.
Thursday, July 14
Grove 126 WOW will meet at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include "ghosts
of the past" tales around the
campfire meeting at the
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Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden brown. Served
with your choice of
potato and a thick
slice of Stockade












your plans on the table,
we lay our reputation
on the line.
Good construction firm
ireputations are the result of
two factors:
The first is good people.
Both ours and our customer's.
Mr only with competent, profes-
sional people working together
toward the same goal, can the
second factor be achieved..
Results. Happy customers.
CustoTers who got the
quality building they needed,
when they needed it. for the
money they had to spend.
Over the years. we've
satisfied quite a few peoPlest
building needS. Satisfied them
so well, in fact, that they
came back when they needed
a second building. And a third.
And a fourth.
If you're thinking about
building, call us. When we lay
your plans on the table. yoult
know what you're getting into,.
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Four Generations Here
For Crider's Reunion
Four generations of the
family of the late L. W. and
Kate Williams Crider of
Bradford, Gibsoh County, Tn.,
met for a three days' reunion
in Murray over the fourth of
July weekend. All mine of the
living brothers and sisters
were in attendance.
The group enjoyed taking
pictures, viewing pictures
from past reunions, eating at
various locations, and touring
the lake: area.
Those attending were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Crider, Laguna Hills, Calif.;
Mrs. Gary Gibson and
children, John and Julie,
Cypress, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Crider, Mr. and Mrs.
John 1Crebiehl and daughter,
Katrina, Laingsburg,
Mr. and Mrs. James L Crider,
Topeka, Kansas; Mrs. Mary
Crider Jackson, Aberdeen,
Miss.
Mrs. Katy Crider Lewis, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Stallings and
sons, Charles and Lewis,
Parker Home Scene Of
Coffee, Miss Shultz
Mrs. James W. Parker and
her daughter, Miss Beverly
Parker, opened their spacious
home on Lynn Grove Road on
Saturday morning, July 2, for
a coffee in honor of Miss
Selwyn Schultz, whose
marriage to Craig Parke t is
approaching.
Cohostessesfor the occasion
were Mrs. Joe W. Parker,
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr., and
Mrs. John C. Quertermous.
I NOSPITAL NEWS I
STORY GIRL
Mr. anclMrs. Steve Story of
304 South 17th Street,
Mayfield, are the parents of a
baby girl, Stephanie Anne
Erwin, weighing six, pounds
eleven ounces, measuring 191/2
inches, born on Wednesday,




daughter, Angela, age three.
The father is loan officer for
the Federal Land Bank
Association at Mayfield, and
the mother is on leave as a
teacher for the Mayfield City
Schools.
- Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs: Duff BMW arms Istr..ond
Mrs. Raymond Story, all of
Murray Route Four. Great
grandparents 21.0 Mra  _Ruby_
Barnes and Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Erwin, all of Murray.
The honoree, her mother,
Mrs. Fred Schultz, her
grandmother,' Mrs. E. D.
Davidson,.L her fianc,e's
mother, Mrs. Thomas Parker,
and graddmother, Mrs.
Clifton Parker, were
presented corsages of yellow
daisies.
The dining room table was
covered with an embroidered
white linen cloth. A silver
coffee server graced one end
of the table, while chilled
Orana juice was paired from
a crystal and silver pitcher at
the other. The centerpiece,
arranged by Mrs. Quer-
terrhous, was a beautiful
bouquet of white daisies in a
silver footed compote.
The table, buffet and server
were laden with an array of
delectable party foods,
featuring many of the
hostesses' specialties. Their
gift to the bride-elect was a
sterling serving spoon from
her chosen pattern.
Approximately 85 persons
called during the appointed
hours.
Cleveland, Miss.; Mr. and
Mrs. George Lewis, Jr., and
children, Anna Kathryn,
Chris, and George III,.
Koscuisko, Miss.; Mr. and
Mrs. Tom W. Crider and son,
Brett, Trenton, Tn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Fred H. Crider, Brad-
ford, Tn.; Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
Crider and Mrs. Lucille
Haziewood, Milan, Tn.
George Crider, Washington,
D. C.; Mrs. Michael Bateman,
Michelle, Mike, and Christie,
McKenzie, In.; Mr. and Mrs.
Don Hazlewood, Memphis,
Tn.; The Rev. and Mrs. Leon
Crider, Saulsburg, Tn.; Mrs.
Joan Crider Adams and
children, Deborah, James,
and Pam Henry, and Carla
Adams, Martin, In.
Mr. and Mrs W. E. Crider
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Crider, Murray; ClIde Crider,
Chattanooga, In.; Mr. and
Mrs. George Long III, Benton;
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H.
Crider, Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Neal, Tom and Alana,
Danville, Ill.; Dr. and Mrs.
William E. (Bill) Collie anu
Paige, Dayton, Ohio; Mildred
Crider Collie and husband, T.
C., Murray.
BLUE CHEESE
Give grilled 'burgers or
steak a gourmet touch with
Blue cheese. Beat i,4- cup (1
stick) butter, softened with
cup (2 oz.) Blue cheese and
-ene-teaspoorr Wu, ceatershite-




Gary Moore, son of Mrs.
Lenore Moore and the tate
Clem Moore of Murray, has
accepted a position with the
WBGN Radio Station at
Bowling Green where he is a
sophomore at Western Ken-
tucky University. He is a
graduate of Murray High
School..
VACATION HERE
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith
of Louisville spent last week
vacationing at the Lakeview
Cottages on Kentucky Lake,
and also is visiting her sisters
and broths and families.
NOW AT HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey
returned home after spending
two weeks with their
daughter, Mrs. Dale Arnold
and Mr. Arnold at White
Sands, New Mexico. Mr.
Arnold i$ serving' with the Air
Force.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Leonora Ligon of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Sharon Lee Outland of
Murray was discharged July 1




The Ross family reunion
was held Sunday, June 26, at
the home of Mr. and Mrs,
Billie Ray ROberts.
Those present for the oc-
casion were as follows:
Dr. and Mrs. Billie Irvan
Ross and sort and daughter-in-
law, Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Ross, Lubbock, Texas; Mrs.
Thelma Ross Stone, Mr. and
Mrs. David (Gail) Brookshire
and daughters, Jennifer and
Jill, Mr. and Mrs. James
(Marsha) Lumby and
daughter; Stephenie, Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis (Cindy) Brown
and son, Curt, Jacksonville,
Fla. 
Mr. and-Mrs. Max (Jani
1(nche and daughters, Lisa,
Amy, and Beth, -.Belvedere,
Ill.; William H. Ross, Toronto,
To Many In August
Miss Rita Crittetidon
and Phil McCuiston
Mr. and Mrs. Murel Crittendon of Farmington Route One ape
flounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Rita, to Phil McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mc-
Cuiston of Murray Route Three.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County Higb
School and is presently employed at Riley Motors, Mayfield
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Favie Crittendon and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ado Waters.
Mr. McCuiston, a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is presently employed at the Ryan Milk Company,
- Murray. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert N.
McCui.ston and the late Mr. and Mrs. Eminent H. McNutt.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 6, at
7:30 p.m. at the Bell City Baptist Church. Only out of state in-
vitations will be sent and all friends and relatives are invited to •
attend.
Canada; Mr. and Mrs. Darrel
(Lorna) Morgan and Miss Denise Curd Honored
daughters, Hope and Holly,
Benton.
Mrs. Eva Ross, Kirksey;
Mr. and Mrs. Doris Ezell,.
Mrs. Pam Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Robinson and
children, Lisa, Patrick, and
Brad, Mr. and Mrs. John I.
Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Harmon
Ross, Mrs. Freda But-
terworth, Mrs. Calista
Clanton, Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Ray (Ada Sue) Roberts .and
,Children, LaDonne, Mark, and
Eric, all of Murray.
Unable to attend due to
illness were Mason Ross, Mrs
Lucille Ross_ Mr. and Mrc
Jeffrey Smith, and Mr. and
Mrs. Paul A. Lassister, all k,f
Murray.
At Shower Held At Church
Miss Denise Curd, August
sixth bride-elect of Steve
Steele, was complimented
with a miscellaneous shower
held on Tuesday, July 5, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
The hostesses for the oc-
casion were Hoyland Jones,
Linda Parker, Dortha Win-
chester, Marilyn Thornton,
Marcia Johnson, Joanne
cavat, and Bessie. Harmon.
The- bride-elect chose to
wear a special ensemblefrom
her trousseau and was
presented with a gardenia
corsage.
Her mother, Mrs. Freed
.Curd, and her mother-in-law
to be, Mrs. John C. Steele,
were also presented gardenia
corsages as were the grand-
mothers who are Mrs. Claud
Steele, Mrs. Octa Curd, and
Mr k Wyman Jones.
The honoree opened her
many gifts including the
harvest gold toaster, gift of
the hostesses.
Refreshments of cake,
mints, !lids, and green punch
Ie sei-vedby the hostesses
te -the sixty persons present.
Many other persons sent gifts
who were unable to attend.
Mrs. L. J. Hortin Speaks ,kr
At Meet At Major
's Home
Mrs. L. J. Hortin was the
speaker at the meeting of the
Murray Magazine Club held
on Thursday, June 23, at noon
at the home of Mrs. William
Major on North Twentieth
Street. The occasion was a
potluck luncheon of various
kinds of salads.
"Warden's World" was the
subject of the talk by Mrs.
Hortin who was substituting
for Mrs. W. Z. Carter,. the
scheduled speaker but who
was out of town. Mrs. Hortin
was introduced by Mtrs. John
Winter.
In her talk Mrs. Hortin cited
Prof. Eli Kingsly, world
renowned expert on the labor
market and chairman of the
National Commission .for
Manpower policy, as saying
"the single most outstanding
phenomenon of our century is
the flood of women into jobs."
After giving several sets of
statistics relating to the
nearly forty million women in
the work force, Mrs. Hortin
reviewed some of the reasons
behind the out pouring of
women into the job market.
Social values and attituder;)
have changed; more women
college graduates are seeking




perhaps one of the biggest
reasons has been the inflation
of recent years.
In conclusion, Mrs/ Hortin.'
quoted Prof. Kingsly again
saying "the cumulative.
consequences of the growing
number of women in the work
force will only be revealed in.
the twenty-first and twenty-
second centuries."
Mrs. Raymond Dixon
presided in the absence of the
president, Mrs. John Livesay.
The minutes were by the
secretary, Mrs. 0. C. Wells,.
Thirteen members answered





_Pairings for the advance
group of women's tennis at the
Murray Country Club for play
R • on Thursday, July 14, have -ainbow Girls been announced as follows:
Nine A.m. Court No. 1 -
Donna Keller, Georglanna
Moffett, Betty Hunter and -
Rosemary Warner.
Nine a.m. Court No. 2 -
Nancy Walston, JudriNall,
Lila Lusk, and Kathy Bur-
chfield.
Nine a.m. Court No. 3 -
LuAnn Philpot, Agnes Payne,
Lillie Johnson, and Carolyn
Bradshaw.
Ten a.m. Court No. 4 -
Patsy Miller, Terry Burke,
Shirley Boone, and Sharon
Wells.
Nine a.m. Court No. 5 --




Two members of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for. Girls were ap-
pointed at. officers at the
meeting of the Grand
Assembly of the International
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held at Louisville June 30 to
July 2.
Susan Cates was appointed
as Grand Drill Leader and
Deana Seigler as Grand
Representative to Penn-
sylvania.
Other gem berg attending'
the Grand meeting were
Vickey Weatherford, Lana
Lasater, Rhonda Sledd, Linda
Knight, and Deidre Folsom.
Adults attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Sledd, Sybil
Lasater, and Marilyn
Weatherford.
The Rainw -Mfrs are
having their concession booth
at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair this week.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobecriberv wire bone ea
received Ibeir beae-delivered
copy of The Ikarrwy Wipe &
Tines by 539 p. a. idoodoy-
friday a by 3:3* p. a. so
loterdas ore urged t•
7514916 beams St3S p. a.
obi • p. a., lbealoy-friday,
er 3:36 p. a. awl 4 p. a.
Savairav, to Were delivery
of V6 newspaper. Cab .at
I. paced by 6 p. N. wesit-






* Ky. Lake Music
Barn Show
* Horse & Mule
WEDNESDAY
TUA.DAY, JULY 12, 1977
1000 A.M - Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 P.M Demolition Derby
10:00 A. M. - Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P. M. - Open Rabbit Show
I 5:00 P. — Family Night
7:00 P. N. - All American Rough Riders
Fire Works
TNIMSDAY
1:00 P. M. - Kiddies Day
6:00 P. M. - 4-14 & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 P. M. - Horse & Mule Pull




10:00 A.M. ---- Horstein-Friesian Cottle Show
5:00 P.M. -- Open Rabbit Show
5:00 P.M. — Family Njohl
7:00 P.M. -- All American Rough Riders
Fire Works
THURSDAY, JULY 14,1'077 Sr
1:00 P.M. - Kfddies Day
6:00 P.M. 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 P.M. - Horse 8. Mule Pull
•FRIDAY, JULY 15, 1977 '
10:00 A.M. . Beef Cattle shows
7:00 P.M. _ Music Show
SATURDAY, JULY 16. 1977
10:00 A.M. - Hog Show
10:00 A.M, Form Bureau Day











for the Whole Family
•
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Out To The Fair
The Calloway County Fair is
for people.
Without people, there would
be no beauty contest, no blue
ribbon for the best apple pie, no
tractor pulls and the rides
would be empty and still.
All these things and more can
be found at the Calloway Coun-
ty Fair which is. going on right
now at the Jaycee Fairgrounds
on 121 N.
The fair is for you.
Committees of local citizens
Inside Report
have been working year-round
to plan the county fair. The
satisfaction of knowing
Calloway Countians enjoy
seeing the sights and meeting
their friends at the fair is part
of their reward.
Don't let this year's fair slip_
away without paying a visit.
The fair will end Saturday
night.
And remember, take the
whole family. There's
something at the fair for
everyone.
lt.sI . N mak
CDM Resurrection
WASHINGTON - Without fanfare,
the moribund Coalition for. a
•Democratic Majority CDM) is being
resurrected with two big-name
honorary chairmen and ambitious
plans for prodding President Carter
toward tough-minded defense, foreign
and domestic policies. 4I.
The soon-to-be-named chairmen are
4ns. Henry M. Jackson and Daniel
Patrick Moynihan. Despite much
praise from them and others for Jimmy
Carter's human rights campaign - a
sequel of the Senators' own espousal of
human rights abroad - some other
Carter administration actions fail the
test of virtue as perceived by many
centrist Democrats.
The stated objective, however, is not
a high-pressure lobbying operations
against Mr. Carter. Rather, Jackson,
Moynihan, author-politician Ben
Wattenberg, Yale law P4of. Eugene
Rostow and other leading lights of CDM
will actively support or oppose the
President, depending on the issue and
the policy. Mr. Carter, they feel, has -
shown himself to be "highly
responsiVe" to "reasoned" -public
pressure and they plan to exert it,
particularly in the fields of nuclear
arms, human rights and economic
growth.
Fully expecting to "self-destruct"
after the election of Democrat Carter
last November, CDM changed its mind
and quietly launchtid a new fund-
raising campaign several weeks ago
(with about $25,900 raised so far).
Significantly, its top fund-raiser is now
S. Harrison (Sonny) Dogole, a rich
Philadelphian (Globe Securities
System ) and long-time political ally
and fund-raiser for Sen. Hubert
Humphrey's multiple presidential
campaigns.
Dogole's existing position as a chief
fund-raiser for the Democratic
National Committee and chairman of
the President's exclusive "1600 Club"
of large contributors has raised some
Low Down
.I.m•4 rump
eyebrows. But Wattenberg (principal
founder of CDM whose purppse wa,s to
drive the Democratic party back to the
centeryfollowing the McGovern debacle
of 1972) sees "no problem."
Dogole's decision to raise money for a
political group whose avowed purpose
is to influence Jimmy Carter strongly
-reflects centrist party unhappiness
with Carter palicies on a diplomatic
exchange with Cuba, the widely-
predicted diplomatic break with the
Republic of China and U. S. policies in
southern Africa.
' One other area certain to come within
the new CDM's sights is the Middle
East and the President's heavy
pressure on Israel (at least until his
long session this week with top Jewish
leaders).
What determined the resurrection of
the CDM was clearly foreshadowed
within 10 days of Jimmy Carter's
inauguration: Concern that the
Jackson-Moynihan centrists were bing
ignored in staffing policymaking jobs in
the State Department and the National
Security Coped. _"My_problem isnot
the appointees, but the.. .missing point
of view," Wattenberg told a closed-door
meeting here of centrist Democrats on
Jan. 31.
Mr. Carter's later decision to name
Paul Warnke, highly suspect among
defense-oriented party leaders, as chief
arms control negotiator played a major
role in the decision to rehabilitate the
CDM. Plans now 211 for a $150,000
budget in 1978, ra&d (for the first
time largely without help from
organized labor, and a broade,ned
horizon extending beyond .foreign and
military policy to such issues as growth
versus the environment •(CDM will push
growth rand the party's attitude toward
business ( CDM wants it approved).
RON AND SOL
A bizarre luncheon meeting failed to
resolve conservative Ronald Reagan's
long-standing opposition to a • hew
Panama Canal treaty, despite the best
FROM THE Congressional
— Record
4( 4 Column for Readers Who Raveal Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Women In Combat
REP. LARRY McDONALD (Geo'
"...Passage of the equal rights
amendment has been the key which
would lock us, legally, into a situation in
which Congress would be powerless to
respond to the outrage of the public.
should American women find
themselves the only infantrywomen in
the world sent to fight men of other
armies..." (Excerpts from remarks
made before the North Carolina
'Legislature by Brig. Gen. Andrew
Gatsis (Ret.(
I would like to say that there are
some women, certainly in the minority,
who like the military, like to live and
work with men, and have done a good
job in nop-combat positions such as
clerks, telephones operators and
computer technicians. •
The draft will some day be reinstated
since our modern 'volunteer army
cannot cope with large wars or small
long term conflicts.
Women will be subject to the draft
under ERA, and many of them, who are
not qualified in a skill, will be placed M
combat units against their will. This
only stands to reason since our infantry
draftees, during war normally come
from those that are not particularly
qualified for anything else. The combat
environment is an ugly one,
characterized by loneliness and
desolation, weary marches, at times
relentless beat and bitter cold,
torrential rains, filth, pestilence,
disease, slime of dripping dugouts and
the stench of human carnage. Need to
shovel up decomposed human flesh for
evidence identification.
A good .attitude alone just won't hack
it. Israel found this , out quick, and
transferred all its women from combat
units to support type organizations.
At West Point, female Ladets are not
required to participate in boxing or
wrestling in order to avoid incidents of
breast cancer.
Army tests from Fort Jackson, West
Point and Fort Bragg show
conclusively women don't like to beat
up people when participating in hand to
hand combat training.
At the Air Force Academy the bolt
springs on women's rifles had to be
thanged frdm eight pounds of pressure
to five because the- girls couldn't get.-
their bolts open. Push-ups have been.
eliminated to accommodate the female.
cadets.
Don't wait for our senior military
officials to step in and take &stand in
this fight. If you do you will wait 'till
bell freezes over. They will execute the





The complete text of Brig. Gen.
Gatsis' remarks will be found in Issue
No. 106 of the Congressional Record. -
effort of liberal Ambaspador Sol
Linowitz,-the one-time super-salesman
for Xerox.
Linowitz and Ambassador Ellsworth
Bunker are negotiating the new treaty,
under which the U.S. will ultimately
yield control over the canal. When he
read a scathing attack tri one of
Reagan's newspaper columns on any
thought of giving up the canal, Linowitz
wrote a polite letter- suggesting that
Reagan might want more facts. That
led to a Reagan invitation to lunch on
the weekend of May 1 at Reagan's
Madison Hotel suite.
Describing that luncheon to a group
of Senators two weeks ago in a Panama
treaty briefing called by Sen. Robert
Byrd, the Senate majority leader, and
Senate majority whip Alan Cranston,
Linowitz said that Reagan was "decent,
fair and open-minded" when Linowitz
explained the rationale 'of 'the new
treaty - but apparently inuriovable.
A footnote: At an earlier Byrd-
arranged Senate briefing by Banker
and Linowitz, Sen. Barry Goldwater
said—he-- -had—swung- "almost -280--
degrees" in favor of a new treaty - but
refused • to commit himself to the
document now being drafted.
Looking Back
Garrott's Galley 14 .jrruutt
The Speer Family,
56 Years of Singing
Brock Speer is a quiet, gentle man.
When I cornered him for a chat late one.
afternoon last week at Murray State, he
looked more like a weary country
doctor at the end of a day of pre-school
vaccinating than the head of one of the
country's most popular gospel singing
groups, The Speer Family.
Slumped in a desk-chair in an empty
classroom and for the better part of an
hour, he told me about "the family." In
an auditorium nearby, J. D. Sumner
and the equally-famous Stamps Quartet
were belting out religious music in a
techniques demonstration.
The Speers. and the Stamps were on
the campus to take part in the annual
three-week National School of Gospel
Music, teaching some 150 bright-eyed,
aspiring young singers how gospel
singing is done by the pros. They had
come from all corners of the country,






The Washington Star reports that the
Carter White House has adopted tough
new standards of eligibility for people •
who want to receive a birthday greeting
from the President. It's part of -a
continuing economy and austerity
campaign.
Until Jimmy Carter took offiee, you
could write to the White House and
relative thaternadn d mhJ d 
oar birthanotndaeyrvcrepomrt
ing.or 
Provided the individual was at least
80, a congratulatory presidential letter
would be dispatched.
Carter's economizers contemplated
the prospects of mailing out thousands
of such letters each year and decided it
was time to cut back.
In the Carter White House, birthday
greetings now are sent only to those
who are at least 100.
0+0
The Murray Police Department has
issued an appeal to, the individual
responsible for  taking an almost 20-
year old fern from the front porch of the
home of Mrs. Myrtle Futrell at 1001
Poplar last night.
The fern, a gift from Mrs. rutreil's
10 Years Ago 
The key to Lionism was presented to
James Rogers by Vernon Anderson last
night at the meeting of the Murray
Lions Club held at the Murray Woman's
Club House. Rogers was given the
award for his sponsoring six new
members who have remained in the
Lions Club for at least one year.
Murray and Calloway County are in
imminent danger of losing the 100 per
cent coverage of blood in the American
20 Years Ago
Red Cross Blood Bank program due to
the United Fund reaching only 80 per
cent of its goal.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lillian
Copeland and Raymond Glenn Steens.
Births reported include a boy, John
Brian, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Lovins
on July 9.
Bacon is advertised at 59 cents per
pound in the ad for Johnson's Grocery
this week.
Hu0 F. Story, siiii of Mr. and Mrs.
ArnerStory, has been appointed squid
leader of his recruit company at the
Great Lakes, Ill., Naval . Training
Center.
Cleo Sykes, Scoutmaster of Murray
Troop 45, was featured on a nationwide
NBC telecast on July 10 when Dave
Garroway interviewed Scouts and
Scout personnel at the National Scout
Jamboree at Valley Forge, Pa. Also
attending from Murray are Scouts Joe
30 Years Ago
Overhey and Ronnie McKeel.
Miss Sarah Jane Wilkerson and Billy
Joe Crick were married June 30 at
-Booneville, Miss.
The Rev. B. R. Winchester will be the
evangelist at the revival services July
1441 at the Salem Baptist Church.
Herbert Cherry, Jr, Theodore
Vaughn, and Glenn A. Waldrop, all of
Murray, are Murray State ROTC
Cadets attending a six weeks summer
camp at Fort 'Campbell. -
Calloway County winners in the West
Kentucky Fair at Paducah were the
Smith Brothers in the beef cattle .
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page'are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree- with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual 'Writer in a column or
other 'article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has.
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue Merits
the attention of the general public;
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
It4r,
contest and Dr. Hugh L. Houston in the
Hampshire hog contest.
Deaths reported intlude Richard
Allen Woods, age seven days.
Claude Anderson, tax commissioner
for Calloway.County, urges residents to
list their property between July 1 and
September 1.
Christian F. (Bud) Dubia, letterman
in three sports at Murray State College,
said tOday he had signed a contract to
play professional baseball for the
Lynchberg, Va., team.
. New officers of the Dexter Mothers
Club are Mrs. Hugh Edwards and Mrs:
John Garland.
Isn't It The Truth
My old friend down the road, the
-retired Wyoming cowboy, is currently
engaged in tutoring his granddaughter
in the English grammar he learned in
grammar school but which she wasn't
taught in elementary school. She asked
him why her school is called an
elementary school and his school a
grammar school. He explained that
people can't decently call a school a
grammar school - if grammar isn't
taught there.
late husband, has such sentimental
value to the Murray woman, who is 76
years old.
Police_ officials have said that they
are primarily interested in recov,ering,
the fern and that if someone will car
and let them know where it can be
found, they will pick it up and return iE
to Mrs. Futrell.
"If we catch the thief, we will
prosecute,." the spokedhan added.
0+0
A Vinita, Okla., couple had just gone
to bed when-a-strange visitor rolled up
their driveway the other night.
A young pilot from Tulsa, running
short of gasoline, made an emergency
landing on the street in front of the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Webb and
then drove his small airplane up the
driveway late Saturday night.
Joseph Ayala, 23, the pilot told Webb
he had lost radio communications on
his flight from St. Louis to Tulsa and,
since he., was low oh fuel, decided to land
as quickly as possible. He found a road
by following car lights, the Associated
Press reported.
"It's a miracle he landed and didn't
get hurt," Webb said. The road is
crisscrossectwith utility lines.
After reporting the landing to
authorities, Webb took Ayala to a
nearby motel.
Sunday morning, Ayala bought some
gasoline from Webb and took to the air
again, with sheriff's deputies blocking
off the street for a runway.
The plane made a lazy circle above
the rural home in a salute and headed
off.
0+0
For 200 years Americans have
beseeched, demanded and fought the
government in Washington to give them
more than they were entitled to. Now
they insist on more than they can get.
Today In History
Private lessons from the bigtimers
ranged up to ;SO an hour.
+++
This was the second year the Speer
Family members have taught in the.
school. One of the real pioneer groups in
gospel music, it was formed in 1921 by
G. T. and Lena Speer down in Double
Spring, Ala. Better known as "Mom
and Dad Speer," they were Brook's
parents, and in the early days "the
family" was made up of the two of them
and four children, two sons and two
daughters.
The two sons are still in the group -
Brock and Ben - as .ar4 three of their
sons. Brook's son, Brian, plays the
rhythm guitar, while Ben's sent Steve
and Darin, play drums and 
control*sound.
"Mom and Dad" Speer died in the
1960s, while the girls married and left
the group. Rose Nell is now Mrs. Edwin
Powell and lives in Tullahoma, Tenn.
The other sister, Mary Tom, is now
living in Nashville. Her husband, Bob
Reid, died seven years ago.
Today, there are nine members of the
group when they swing into "The King
Is Coming," "My Lord Will Lead Me
Home," "He Is Alive" or another of
their most-requested numbers. Four
are Speers.
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, July 12th, the 193rd
ckaY of 1977. There are 172 days lent)
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 100 B.C., the Roman..
emperor, Julius Caesar, was born. -
On this date:
In 1804, the American statesman,
Alexander Hamilton, died from - a
wound inflicted in a pistol duel with
Vice President Aaron Burr.
In 1808, Joseph Bonaparte entered
Madrid as King of Spain. .
In 1817, the American naturalist and
writer, Henry David Thoreau, was born
in Concord, Mass.
rIn 1957, a 20-year-old student at
Harvard, Prince Karim, became the
Aga Khan and lead& of 20 million
Ismaili Moslems after the death of his
grandfather.
In 1960, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev said the U.S. Monroe
Doctrine against European
interference in Latin America no longer
had any meaning.
In 1973, President Richard Nixon
entered Bethesda Naval Hospital
outside Washington for treatment of
viral pneumonia.
Thought for today: A night owl is a
man who doesn't give a hoot how late he
gets home - anonymous.
Bible Thouht
Turn ye again now every one
from his evil way...and dwell in
the, land that the Lord hath
given unto you....Jeremiah
25:5.
Selfishness is sin that brings
its own miseries. Prophets still
call men and nations to new
goodness.
+ + +
Harold Lane, a former school teacher
and band director from Huntington, W7
Va., joined the group in 1966. Holder of
two college degrees, he writes and
arranges many of their songs. He and
Brock are the principal male vocalists,
although Ben plays piano and
frequently Jeans into a -microphone to
sing a solo or with the group.
The soprano is Dianne Hooper from
Detroit. She hiss been with them for four.
years. The other girl is Vicki Clayton
Harnell, who sings alto. She comes
from Paducah and has been with them
for a year, being selected from 40 girls
auditioning for an opportunity to join
the family.
Mike Guthrey, Knoxville, Tenn., is a
guitar-banjo-what-have-you man in the
backup group, and a graduate of the
University of Tennessee. John Hays,
the bass player from Andrews, Tex.,
rounds out the family.
+++
"Dad's ambition was to form a
family gospel singing group," Brock
said -and fora Iong time only7- -
members of the family were in it. We
still get requests for 'Won't We Be
Happy,' the duet he and Mom would do
together; and for I'm Bound for That
City,' which featured him.
"They started out with 'a horse and
buggy and then moved up to a Model T
Ford. We've covered a lot of ground
since those days."
Brock wasn't just whistling Dixie,
either, for parked outside was a big,
gleaming, specially-designed bus,
complete with sleeping and living
quarters for the entire family, waiting
to take them through the night to Tulsa,
Okla., for a concert there the next
evening. The following morning they
were to present a concert in Fort Smith,
Ark., and another in Oklahoma City
that night before returning to the music
school classrooms in Murray.
+4-+
Last year, they traveled more than
100,000 miles in the bus, giving 230
concerts arranged by their agent, Bill
Murray of the • Great Circle
RePresentition in Nashville, where all
of them live.
Jimmy D. Roberts is their full-time
bus-driver and they "sleep like babies"
when he has them rolling along the
interstates. The bus also contains a
comfortable -lounge up front and a
costume wardrobe in the rear. It's a
first-class' way to travel, and ample
reason whY;They seldom fly.
The Speers and three of the others are
members of the Church of the
Nazarene. Two are Baptists. They all
love the Lord and singing about His
greatness is their life. I don't think any
one of them would swap lives with
anyone.
I know Brock Speer wouldn't. He
loves what he is doing. You see it on his
face, and it rings in his voice. It's a good
life, he smiles, even if he is seldom
home.
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All of us have an idea of
what our dream house might
look like. Few of us ever get to
buy it orzshave it built.
• On the west coast of Florida.
on Charlotte Harbor north of
Ft.- Myers, there.. is such a
dream house, created for
"someone" who might have
imagined it "in his wildest
dreams or wildest desires." It
exemplifies great imagination,
diversity, materials and con-
struction techniques. :
Most houses are a series of
I eetangles or square patterns
placed together to form units..
This house has no boxes and no
squares. It is designed as a
series of angles, arches and cir-
cles, with everything radiating
' ;.-.x• a common point. Called
The House of the Waterfall,"
because of a 13-foot waterfall
that cascades down a rock wall
into a swimming pool, it has a
multiplicity of dramatic views.
Every window looks out on wk-
ter in., some form — either a
bubbling fountain, a ,placid
pool, a swimming pool, a wa-
terway or the waterfall after
which it is named. The bath-
rooms are constructed on a cir-
cular motif, with the door of
the master bath opening on att
thsmall plunge deck at e deep
end of the pool. On e way to
the door leading to the pool are
. a dual shower with a skylight,
-a sunken tub and double show-
- 
.;
er heads. For the wine con-
noiseur, there, is a thermostati-
cally-controlled wine "cellar"
adjacent to the kitchen.
The structure it concrete
block utilizing, in many cases,
a double thickness of. walls to
give mass appearance to wood
and other structural materials
and techniques used. The foyer
and the hobby room are cov-
ered. with - authentic Mexican
tile, while.the interior of the
sauna room is sealed with west-
ern red cedar left in its natural
state. Luxurious touches are
everywhere, including tinted
glass, bubble windows, huge
closets, open welts, a solar wa-
ter heater, a ceramic-tiled bar
top, massive wood shelves sus-
pended by chains, and Mexican
fabrics applied to the walls as
part of the interior decorating
scheme.
How did this all come about?
Wayne Goff, vice president of
Building for Punta Gorda Isles,
wanted an unusual home that
would be a unique attraction in .
the community. After making a
bask_donign, Goff _turned- the-2-Q: In making an interior
plan over to Martin Fishback
Jr., an architect from St. P-e-
tersburg, with instructions to
"create a house that someone
• might want to build in his wild-
est dreams or wildest desires".
Fishback didn't spare the
horses — or the car. Even the
garage, ta.feet by 28 feet, is
completely carpeted. The di-









line with the generous sizes of
the rooms, even though the
house is only a two-tiedroomer.
Those bedrooms are 28 feet by
22 feet, and 24 feet by 13 feet.
The living room is 30 feet by 34
feet, the dining room 22 by 15.
What does' a dream house
cost? It depends on what kind




I no TIC re4.ort••••,..-„s1.
•
of "dream house". on •
eludes a house like this, it's
8225,000 — not including the
cost of the land.
(Home handymen will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this news-
paperAt .13ox 5, Teaneck, N.J.,
07666.) •
Here's the Answer ffg
By ANDY LANG
• AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We are going to have
our house re-sided. Contrary to
most people these days, we
aren't planning to use alumi-
num or even vinyl, but wood.
Can you tell us which woods
are used for siding?
A. — The most popular siding
species are cedar, redWood,
pine and hemlock.
Q. — Sometime this Summer
we expect to put up hardboard
panels in the children's play-
room. Can they be installed
right over the present walls?
A. — Yes, if the walls are
flat and smooth. If not, you will
need to attach furring strips,
then install the panels on the
strips.
wall, can I use utility grade
lumber for the studs. aid the
top and bottom plates?
A. — Yes, but better select.
them yourself to be sure they
are straight. You'll run into all
Sorts of problems if. the studs
and the top and bottom plates
are warped.
Q. — I have a new marble-
Are you tired of a wax build up in your kit-
chen. We have a tile floor you deal wax
and it shines forever.





topped table. Is it wise to put
-paste wax on it?
A. — Yes. Contrary to the
general' belef, marble is
porous. Wax will help to keep it
from being stained.
Q. — There is some hardened
chewing gum on one of the
floor tiles in our laundry room.




Indoor planters are growing
in popularity and one of the
more unusual, to say the least,
is the Kangaroo Pouch. -
T h e scientifically-designed
pouch has a built-in drainage
system with a number of drain-
age holes, a reservoir for extra
water, and a place at the top
for water in the reservoir to
evaporate, humidifying the air
around the plant.
The pouch is lightweight, has
no pot and hangs by easily ad-
justable leather thongs. The in-
ner pouch is made of strong,
flexible plastic. The outer deco-
rative pouch comes in many
colors, textures, styles and
sizes. You can use one or hang
them in groups.
A. — Scrape up as much as
possible with a dull-edged tool,
being sure not to dig into the
tile. If you are sure the tile is
vinyl, apply a solvent, such as
mineral spirits, to the gum and
rub with a clean cloth. In a
stubborn case, use very fine
steel wool instead of a cloth
and do only enough rubbing to
remove the gum. Wipe dry _and_
repolish the area if necessary.
Q. — The term "a suspended
concrete floor" is sometimes
used in articles about where
certain floor tiles can be used.
What does this mean?
A. — A suspended concrete
floor is one that has an air
space under it, such as over a
basement or crawl space. The
floor is not suspended when it
is installed directly on the
earth, such•ae a concrete slab
at ground level or a concrete
floor in a basement-41.-aencrete
floor that is. suspended has less
moisture problems- than one
that is not suspended.
For either of Andy Lang's
booklets, "Wood Finishing in
• the Home," or "Paint Your
House Inside and Out," send 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
$ e If-addressed envelope to





Be sure to stop by end see ow new
Kitchen Displays
Feeturkvg the following lines of appliances.












• Elkoy S. S. Sinks
• Cloeor Convertible Cook Top 8 Grill
'Trodewind Hoods 8 Vorrtilotori-Con Openers-
Toot Mrs
• Gornblo-Chopping Blocks
Kitchen Cabinets & vailie•s by. .
• Copp's- Nappanee In Oak, Mople 8 Cherry *Moralist ,-









Another gardener's aid is the
Kys-Kube growing block. All
you have to do is water, plant
the seed and watch it grow.
The self-contained, sterile block
saves time, effort and contain-
ers. It also speeds growth and
eliminates guesswork because
the growing medium is scien-
tifically formulated.
Yard In a Drought
Some parts of the nation suf-
fered severely from drought
last summer and fall and dur-
ing the winter. There are ways
to ease the danger to your
home yard if water use should
be restricted.
Your yard, lawn, shrubs and
trees are valuable assets not'
only in providing attractive --
holm surroundings for relaza-
tioWW recreation but in fight-
ing pollution, moderating noise
and supporting wildlife..
Dr. James R. Watson, vice
president-agronomist of the
Toro Co., suggests some ways
of keeping lawn grasses,
shrubs, trees, flowers and vege- -
tables alive with a minimum of
water:
1. Irrigate when themis the -
best combination of little wind,
lov, temperature and high
This most often hap-
Pens just before dawn so an
automatic underground ix-riga-
-ton-system would permit wa-
tering between 2-5 a.m., with-
out your losing any sleep and
using water during the "off-
peak" period,
2. Fertilize to encourage
maximum root system growth
but minimum leaf growth. Test
the soil and fertilize accord-
ingly.
3 Mow less frequently, sav-
ing clippings for mulch.
4 Raise the height of cut on
the. mower, enlarging root ex-
tension;
45. Cultivate !aerate, spike or
spike disc) more frequently, us-
ing the equipment to open the
soil so that moisture enters and
does not run off.
' Some other suggestions:
In time of severe water short-
age, when there is dew on the
ground, before the sun has a
chalice to evaporate it, drag a
hose across the grass to break
-s/Irface tension and send 'mois-
ture to the ground; if re-seed-
ing becomes necessary, use the
most drought-resistant grasses,
covering with a mulch; save
waste water from normal
household use and apply to
shrubs and flowers. Don't use
soapy water.
Also collect organic matter to
use as a mulch; place layers of
mulch around the base of trees,
shrubs, flowers and vegetables
to preserve moisture itt the
ground and help control weeds
that also are thirsty.
Apply water slowly for good
penetration. to wet root zones.
• I Only 3 per cent of water ab-
sorbed by a grass plant is used
by the plant; 97 per cent is lost
into the atmosphere by tran-
spiration.) -
Look for other water sources,
such as an old or new well.-
Kys-Kube by Keyes Fibre,
Montvale, N.J. 07645: Kangaroo
Pouch by Bedford House, Bed-
ford Hills, N.Y. 10507.)
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
RUBBLE OR NATIVE STtiNi
IS USED in the chimne • '
front wall to add' a -too
ruggedness to this Pi
,summer cottage. Plan HA
by Rudolph A. Matern
the entire front a livinr
with a full glass wall pro.
an outdoor view. It ha..
square feet on the first flo• y.d
294 on the second, Mort
formation may be obtained t..•
writing the architect—enti.,s,u
a stamped, self-addre-
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Camping In The Woods
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
FUr many families the house
takes Off in the surirner. The
second home might be a camp-
er or perhaps a tent. It's a
great way to change the scene-
ry on a small budget.
Tent living can be fun, but if
you haven't given it a whirl be-
fore, rent' the equipment. You
may not like tent city or a
member of the family might
prove to be allergic to plants or
it- might be that children be-
come a_worry in woods or nea,r
.water  -
Some campgrounds rent
equipment, and there are
campsites that are set up with
the number of cots you need,
barbecues and picnic table. In-
quiries te state agencies may
reveal many kinds of choices.
The U.S. Department of Interi-
or's Bureau of Outdoor Recrea-
tion has booklets that provide
information- on parks, rivers
and other aspects of outdoor
recreation.
There may be a limit to the
nwilber gf days that can be
spent in state parks, and you
must apply yearly to get. a
place. If you don't connect with
that kind of campsite, you will
need to look for your own:
Before you decide on a cer-
tain campsite, you should find
out whether your pets are wel-
come. Even so you may need to
keep your dog on a leash of a
certain length during your stay.
You can understand that re-
quirement when you are a
camper yourself, but you may
not want your pet tied up.
Remote areas exist where
family and animals may not be
within eye shot of other camp-
ers,But it is rugged' hying- and
you may not connect with wa-
ter, electricity, sanitary facil-
ities, laundry units. Be pre-
pared to cope. An exceptional
family without complainers
might even enjoy its first ex-
perience roughing it in primi-
tive fashion.
Plans can go awry. A man
may visualize • sitting about a
'great open fire spinning YarriS
for the family, only to find that
such fires are banned in the
camping area of his choice.
The use of lanterns may be
regulated. Thereinay be re-
strictions on using trees to an-
chor ropes or wires. Dish-
washing is prohibited at many
wbter spots.
Many camps (unit the size, of
trailers and the'number of cars
at campsites. It is worth check-
ing put before you go, whether
you go to a planned campsite
for one on your own.
At some camps, bicycles and
rowboats can be rented,, but
footpower is a good source of
exercise for the average per-
son. As for baggage, you should
include rain clothes, warm
sweaters, more blankets than
you think you will need,
flashlights, ice chest, bottle
opener, bug resister, first aid
kit, fire extinguisher, vacuum
bottle, cord, scissors, portable
stove or charcoal grill and bio-
degradable soap.
If you choose a remote place
to camp, be sure you. ha,ve the
name of a responsible contact
nearby and that you -know
where the nearest telephone is
located. In case of an accident
YOU may need to find help
qufekly. If you are alone, you
should tell someone where you
are so that you might be check-
ed out after a certain length of
tune.
Even experienced campers
may underestimate the rigors
of the outdoors when the family
must be considered: (Me callip-
er and his, wife had long gone
into the woods for white water
boating and camping in rugged
fashion - sleeping bags, no
tent. They thought it would be
fun to indoctrinate their three
young children. It was a big
mistake complicated by ad-
verse weather conditions. The
long-plahned trip had. to be
abandoned
Winter Will Be Nero
before we realise it. Leta prepare sow for those cod days ahead Now
is the tune to order dorm windows and doors. Soso the manufac-
turers will be so far behind you wool receive then in time. The ad-
vise from here is: "Vaal Oat bey steno widows ad Man - Rey
Me lied emilaide, gr• piermaimmi" You will Ptah 
in the knit







Sprece-Up Interior &True FLU/all Paint makes old rooms look young
again' Cavers 'beautifully, dries quickly, withinty order. Paint a
room in the afternoon, entertain in at that evenin4 Complements Your
furnishings, retains its colorful beauty for years Deans up easily. 'nth
soap and water Spruce-Up the moat beauttiul paint a little money can
buy'
Save $2.50
Regular $8.99 per gal.
NOW
MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY




In Shop,Sproying of Yard Furniture - Shutters 'Etc.
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.




We Build Brick Or Stone Fireplaces
featuring









As Low As $895.00
5" Mantle Nigh Brick In:lolled -
Includes Mantle, Screen & Grate
See Our Beautiful Energy Savers At:
Olympic Plaza Farmers Market Annex










So You Think You're In Shape?
It's 10 p.m. and moving on towars1 the middle of July. Hot
days and sultry nights make southern hospitality run short.
Do you know where your favorite Murray State football
player is?
Whether he be from Chicago or from somewhere in
Mississippi or down on the Gulf Coast of Florida, he's
probably in bed.
Why would a college football player be in bed at 10 p.m.
during the middle of his summer vacation? Well, summer
vacation isn't really a vacation.
Bill Furgerson and his staff at Murray State have a neat
eight-page booklet entitled The Racers' Edge." It's not a
• :.-munercial for STP either.
,No, "The Racers' Edge" is a daily exercise program
devised by Furgerson and crew and of course the good doc-
tor, trainer Tom Simmons.
So you think you are in shaPe' Would you like to try a lit-
tle test? • •
First of all, the routine begins with an eight to nine-
minute flexibility program. Not bad, unless you've been out
of high school for more than a year. Otherwise, the average
John Q. Citizen would be tripping over his tongue when he
got off his rumpus after the short, loosening-up session.
Next, measure off 50 yards. Sprint it four times. On the
ground again, please. Now you do 30 sit-ups ( bend kneel.
Jump back up to your feet and you run 20, 10-yard dashes.
'You'll see later in the football season where those come in
handy, that's in case you missed the performance last year
of the MSU secondary.
Now comes the easy part. You can run at half-speed. Just
11110to 10, 80-yard sprints, of course the last 40 yards of each
- sprint must be done at three-quarters speed.
Now,-are you ready for the Gator Ade break?
' DolVt ,drink too muchbeca use you still have some more to
do. ,
Quickly', hop in the car and measure off a mile. If you live
. close to a quarter-mile track, run in four times. You have 10
minutes to complete that test.
If you think running a mile in 10 minutes is easy, try it. If
yoa smoke, you may be surprised to find out how much
damage has been done in a few short years.
Ready for a. nice shower, now that you have your mile
.finished? Gee, just think, a mile plus all those other exer-
cises and you are still walking and able to see the tree you
almost stumbledinto.
Forget the shower. Forget all the exercises and the sprin-
ts and the mile. It's time to bring out the weights.
From the MSU handbook, "The Racers' Edge":
"The summer weight training program is an extension of
our off-season winter program, the Russian Olympic
Vkight Training Program. Success of this program was ap-
parent at the conclusion of spring practice with the in-
creased efficiency and obvious lack of injuries..."
Since the average reader and sportswriter) is no expert
in the field of weightzlifting, we won't go into quite so much
detail.
Basically, the program involves four lifts: the power
clean, the power clean and press (military or overhead
press), high pulls and dead lift.
The first three exercises are done with the same amount
of weight, starting at 120 pounds. The dead lift is 210 pounds.
Increases should be limited to 20 pounds.
According to the handbook, if executed properly, the dif-
ferent exercises in each of the four positions is done six
times and the total amount of time involved in the program
should run to approximately 30 minutes.
Weight programs are usually on a five-day per week
basis. The running and the other exercises are every day.
The MSU football players will report to Stewart Stadium
for the Kickoff Barbecue on August 13. The following day,
they will be all-smiles as they pose for fans and for the kids
at the Racer Picture Day.
Then on August 15, they begin practice in shorts for three
days before going to the pads. In all, they will spend about
five hours per day on the field.
Not included in the five-hours is the mid-day meeting,
which consists of breaking down the squad into skill groups.
At night, the entire squad meets in a classroom-type
situation where they study the playbook and learn the of-
fense and defense.
On the day the Racers report to camp, they will walk out
to the track at Stewart Stadium. They will have 12 minutes
to run one and three-quarters miles. Anyone who can't will
hit the road.
From the handbook:
"A target for endurance: Backs and ends should be able
to run the quarter-mile in 57 seconds, tight ends and
linebackers to 59 seconds and linemen in 62 seconds..." ,
So you think the life of a college football player is g_irls,_ .
Eonvertibles?
Chisox, Bosox Become
Sweat Sox But Get Wins
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Hot and humid weather
turned the first-place Boston
Red Sox and Chicago White
Sox into sweat Sox Monday
night but neither winning
pitcher A was heard to
complaiN
— "It was so hot and humid out
there I'm exhausted, but I feel
great," Bob Stanley said after
hurling Boston to a five-hit 2-1
triumph over the Cleveland
Indians.
"Hot weather, I love it; you
can sweat and relax," said
Chicago's Francisco Barrios,
a six-hit, 10-strikeout 4-2 victor
over the Kansas City Royals.
Elsewhere in the American
League, the California Angels
made Dave Garcia's
managerial debut a success














a 6-5 10-inning triumph over
the Minnesota Twins, the
Baltimore Orioles edged the
New York Yankees 4-3, the
Detroit Tigers outslugged the
Toronto Blue Jays 9-7 and the
Oakland A's whipped the
Seattle- _Mariners 8-1.
Milwaukee and Texas were
not scheduled.
The only run Cleveland
managed off Stanley,, was
Andre Thornton's fifth-inning
homer. But by then, the Red
Sox had given the rookie all
the support he needed with a
run in the second inning on
Butch Hobson's double and
Denny Doyle's single and
another in the fourth on-
singles by Carl Yastrzemski,
Carlton Fisk and George
Scott.
The triumph kept the Red
Sox re-half game ahead of
Baltimore in the AL East, with
the Yankees dropping lLz
back. In the West Division, the
surprising White Sox._ lead_
Minnesota by Oh games and
Kansas City by five.
Barrios,' a 24-year-old
Mexican, was in command
after the Sox staked him to a 3-
0 lead in the first inning on
singles . by Ralph Garr and
Alan Bannister, Jorge Orta's
two-run double, an infield out
and Chet Lemon's sacrifice
fly.
"I pitched last Monday and
had six days' rest, so I really
felt strong," he saiel after
boosting his record to 9-3 with
his sixth consecutive victory.
-I set them up with my slider
and .struck them out with the
fast hall. All my strikeouts
were on the fast ball."— - •
"He hag" all the tools.
There's no telling what he can
do: there's no limit," said
Chicago skipper Bab Lemon, a
Hall of Fame pitcher, "If he
concentrates, watch out. He
got a three-run lead and was
toying around. Then, when
See Marjorie Major
Travel ConsultooT
1. TAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCYTOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS; CAR RENTALS,
All YOUR TRAVEL NEED). 41!!!mrs
No Charge by us.




White News* Offico Strilding,
1!! Mein StriNkt
Kansas City scored a run, he
really got serious."
Angels 6, Twins 5
Dave Chalk scored the
winning run on a bases-loaded
wild pitch by Minnesota
reliever Dave Johnson in the
bottom of the 10th inning.
Chalk was hit by a pitch to
start the 10th and was
sacrificed to second. Ron
Jackson and Willie Aikens
both walked—Jackson
intentionally— before Johnson
uncorked the wild pitch when
he stumbled and literally fell
off the mound while delivering
the pitch.
Helped by Craig Kusick's
homer, the Twins jumped to a
4-0 lead against Frank
Tanana. But the Angels scored
two runs in the seventh, two
more in the eighth and tied it
again in the ninth on Bobby
Bonds' RBI single after
Lyman Bostock's run-scoring
single gave the Twins a 5-4





medalist honors in tunior golf
play last week at the Murray
Country Club.
, He shot a 40 over nine holes
to win,the 14-and-over division
for the boys. In the same
group for the girls, Christine
Spann and Velvet Jones tied
for honors with 49's with
Spann winning on a playoff
hole.
Brad Bryan won the 12-13
for the boys with a 44 while in
the 10-11 play, Todd ,Contri
won the boys' play with a 44
and Connie Spann was the
girls' winner with a 65 over
nine holes.
The other groups played
three holes. Jason Billington.
won the boys.' play while Lee
Holcombe was the winner in
the 8-9 group. In the seven and
under group, Philip Bryan
took first and Eric Grogftrr—
second for the boys while the
girls' play found Cindy Spann
winning.
Don Brock was the boys'.
winner in the beginners'
group.
Junior golf is held each
Thursday at the clith.
Orioles 4, Yankees 3
Rookie Eddie Murray, a
hero against New York"-aIl
Season with four game-
winning hits, singled home the
tying run in the seventh inning
and the winning run in the
ninth to give the- streaking
Orioles their third straight
victory over the Yankees.
Murray's one-out single over a
drawn-in outfield came after
the Yankees loaded the bases
on two intentional walks
following Al Bumbry's leadoff
triple.
Mike Flanagan settled down
after a ragged start and
pitched his fourth straight
complete-game victory. He
scattered 11 hits, including a
pair of solo homers by Graig
Nettles.
Tigers 9, Blue Jays 7
Slump-ridden Rusty Staut
drove in four runs with a
homer and double and scored
what prnve.d to be the winning
run as Detroit roared from
behind after spotting Torifinto
a 5-0 lead in the first inning.
Doug Rader drove in four runs
for the Blue Jays — two with a
single in the first innine and
Iwo-with a homer in the fifth
A's 8, Mariners 1
Marty Perez drove in three
runs wih a pair of singles and
Rich McKinney homered,
helping Joe Coleman win his
first game of .the season with
help from Bob Lacey in the
seventh inning. Lee Stanton
homered for Seattle. The A's
exploded for six runs off loser
Tom House in the fourth
inning.
Brazil Wins
TORONTO tAP ) — Brain's
national junior volleyball
team defeated Canada 3-0 in
an international exhibition
match Monday night.
It was the second
consecutive night that Brazil
has taken a best-of-five match
from Canada in three
consecutive games.
Brazil won 15-12, 15-8, 15-9
The teams meet agam
Wednesday and Thupsday.
TENNIS r
WEST END, NC._ — Roscoe
Tanner defeated Arthur Ashe
6-3, 6-4 at Seven Lakes
Racquet Club in a 620,000
exhibition match. .
It was Ashe's iirsi
competition since December




Iwo local members of the
Murray Marathoners par-
ticipated in the Fifth Annual
Governor's Regatta Road Run
at Owensboro on Sunday, July
10.
Drs. Adam tanning and
Tom Muehleman, running in
80 degree heat and high
humidity, ran the 10-mile race
through the streets of
Owensboro, along with an
estimated 200 others of all
ages and both sexes. The race
finished downtown on the
banks of the Ohio River amid
the cheers of the spectators
who were waiting for the
annual Regatta speedboat
races to begin.
Lanning, a 47 year-old
assistant professor in the
department of Sociology and
Anthropology of MSU,
finished fourth in his age-
group (40-501 and 65th overall
in a time of 70:58. Muehleman,
a member of the Department
of Psychology at MSU,
competing in his first official
competitive roadrace, had a
time 4.76:56 and placed 102nd
overall: -
Future outings for the local
road-runners include 3.1 and
7.4 mile runs at Fort Campbell
on July 23rd and 10-miler on
August- 6 at the Paducah
Summer Festival. The first
marathon of the fall season
wilt be the sixth Annual An-
drew Jackson Marathon (26.2
miles1 in' Jackson, To., on
September 24th. A separate
run of six miles will also be on
the program for those who do
not wish to go the longer
distance.
sports
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For Houston's J.R. Richard,
pitching is "just like a farmer
with his crops: you get out
what you put into it."
James Rodney Richard has
been putting a lot into his
pitching lately, and it paid off
Monday night as he hurled the
Astros to a 2-0 victory over the
defending world champion
Cincinnati Reds.
"My arm felt better tie last
couple of games than it has all
year," Richard said. "I had a-
slight muscle problem in my
shoulder that I didn't even
know, about at first. I started
doing exercises and got it
loosened up and it really
helped. A lot of hard work has
gone into my performance.
The lanky Houston right-
hander outdueled Cincinnati's
Fred Norman, giving up five
hits and retiring 18 of the last
21 Cincinnati batters. He also
singled to lead off the sixth
inning and scored the Asiros'
first run.
"My biggest mistake was
the way I pitched to Richard,"
said Norman. "You don't get
careless with the pitcher."
Even Reds Manager Sparky
Anderson was impressed.
"That's the best I've seen
Richard pitch in a long time,"
Anderson said. "He was
outstanding.t
 1
After Richard, 8-6, singled
to left, Julio Gonzalez singled
to right and Cesar Cedeno was
intentionally walked following
a wild pitch to load the bases.
Then Bob Watson doubled to
right field, scoring Richard
and Gonzalez.
"If you want to say we get
up more for Cincinnati than
we do Montreal or Atlanta,
you might say that," Watson
said. "When you play the
world champions, you seem to
raise the level of your own
play."
Expos 4, Pirates 2
Despite giving up 1/ hits,
right-hander Stan Bahnsen
hurled Montreal past
Pittsburgh, snapping a five-
game Pirate winning streak.
Pittsburgh led 2-0 before the
Expos scored one run in the
third and three in the fifth as
Bahnsen, 4-2, hurled his first
compItte game of the season.
"I've been struggling all
year, but my arm is sound,
and that's the main thing,"
Bahnsen said,
The victory was the ninth in
12 games for the Epos.
" Giants 5, Padres 1
Catcher Marc Hill drove in
two runs while rookie Bob
Knepper posted his second
straight victory over San
Diego as the San Francisco
Giants toppled the Padres for
their sixth straight win.
Hill singled and doubled for
two RBI and shortstop
Jennie LeMaster collected
three hits to pace the Giants'
12-hit attack. The Padres, who
had a three-game winning
streak snapped, were led by




Security Federal Savings & loan association, is Federally instituted, but totally
home owned by your friends and neighbors! When you save locally, the money is
used locally for building and buying homes.
START YOUR SAVINGS PROGRAM WITH US. . . TODAY!
PASSBOOK 
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6 MONTHS























S 1,000 00 minimum on all certificates of deposit
A substantial interest pentality is required for
early withdrawal of certificates of deposit
•COMPOUND INTEREST DAD • lOW MINIMUM DEPOSITS
• WE PhY FROM ONE OF DEPOSIT TO DAY Of WITH-
DRAWAL, SO YOU MAY REALIZE MAXIMUF.1 EARNINGS •
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• Woody Fryman Returning To
Farm, Retires From Baseball
CINCINNATI ( AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds, stunned by
the unexpected retirement of
veteran lefthander Woodie
Fryman, were looking toward
their top minor league
pitching today in hopes of
filling the breach.
Fryman announced Monday
night that he was quitting
baseball immediately to
devote fulltirne to his family
and tobacco-dairy farm in
Ewing, Ky.
"I've finally made up my
mind," said the 37-year-old
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
..W L Pct. GB
Chicago 52 31 .627 —
Phila 47 36 .566 5
Pitts 46 39 .541 7
S Louis 46 40 .535 71/2
Montreal 39 45 .464 131/2
N York 33 51 .393 191/2
West
Los Ang 56 30 .651 —
Cinci 46 37 .554 81/2
S Fran 40 48 .455 17
Hoti-ston 39 '48 .448 171/2
S Meg° 38 52 .422 20
Atlanta 30 55 .353 251/2
Monday's Games
Montreal 4, Pittsburgh 2
Houston 2, Cincinnati 0
San Francisco 5, San Diego 1
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh ( Kison 6-4) at
Montreal (Stanhouse 5-8), (n)
St. Louis ( Dierker 2-5) at
es Philadelphia ( Lersch 5-2), (n)
Ch4eago + R. Reuschel 12-23 at
New York ( Matlack 3-10), (n)
Atlanta ( Hargan 0-1) at Cin-
cinnati ( Billingham 8-4 ), (n)
Los Angeles (Rau 9-1) at
Houston I Sambito 4-2 ), (n)
San Francisco ( Barr 8-6) at
San Diego (Griffin 5-7), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh at Montreal, ( n
St. Louis at Philadelphia, ( n )
Chicago at New York, (n)
Atlanta at Cincinnati, (n)
Los Angeles at Houston, (n)




W L Pct. GB
Boston 48 35 .578 —
Balt 49 37 .570 1,2
N York 48 38 .558 11/2











39 45 .464 91/2
38 46 .452 101/2
31 53 .369 171/2
West
50 33 .602 —
47 39 .547 41/2
45 38 .542 5
42 41 .506 8
40 42 .488 91/2
36 48 .429 141/2
37 52 .416 16
Monday's Games
Boston 2, Cleveland 1
Detroit 9, Toronto 7
Chicago 4, Kansas City 2
Baltimore 4, New York 3
Oakland 8, Seattle 1




Boston (Cleveland 7-4) at
Cleveland) Eckersley 8-7 ), ( n)
Toronto-( Jefferson 5-8) at De-
troit ( Fidrych 6-4), (n)
Kansas City (Leonard 7-9) at
Chicago (Sone 9-6), (n)
New York (Gullett 7-3) at
Milwaukee (Haas 5-5),(n)
Seattle ( Wheelock 4-6) at
Oakland (Blue 6-10 ), (n(
Minnesota ( Thormodsgard 6-
5) at California (' Ryan 11-81,
( n)
Baltimore (Flanagan 5-8 ) at
Texas ( Alexander 8-5), ( fl)
rt•F•A'tatioY
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hurler. Last month he stated
that he wanted to be traded
after a seige of ineffectivenss
cost him a starting job.
He was scheduled to pitch
against the Atlanta Braves
tooight.
However, he was reinstated
to the rotation and had won
three straight games although
his earned run average
remained well above 4.00. He
has a 5-5 record.
"I won't be back," said
Fryman, who left the club
with. permission Sunday. He
told the Reds he was going
home for personal business.
"I've been thinking abizait
this for quite for time. My wife
and the kids talked about it. It
was time to make a decision."
The Reds' pitching staff,
already stripped of experience
by trades that propelled two
rookies into starters, were
expected to elevate
righthander Mario Soto, one of
the hardest throwing
prospects in their farm
system. Soto is currently 10-4
Indianapolis in the American
Association.
A veteran of 12 seasons,
Fryman was. obtained last
winter in a trade that was
unpopular with Reds fans.
Fryman and reliever Dale
Murray were acquired in the
deal that sent Tony Perez, the
club's all-time run producer,
to Montreal with reliever Will
McEnaney. Fryman had been
booed by Riverfront Stadium
fans since starting the season
opener.
Fryman called -it ',iv-tough
decision," saying it . was
something he had been
thinking about the last couple
years. "It did not have
everything to do with
baseball. I always said when I
was through I was going to be
a farmer and that's what I'm
going to do."
Reds Manager Spar,Ity
Anderson had said earlier in
Cards, Yanks Win
In Kentucky League
The Cards and Yanks picked
up wins in Kentucky League
play Monday.
In the opening contest, the
Cards scored twice in the top
of the fifth to post a 7-5 win
over the Reds. The only hit in
the fifth for the Cards was by
Mitch Groan. Both runs
scored on errors.
Grogan hurled the last three
innings and gave up two runs.
He picked up the win on the
moilild for the Cards. Brad
Newsome had two hits to pace
the Cards while Chris Starks
and Grogan each hAd one hit.
For the Reds, Rusty Wright
had two hits while David West
and Jeff Dowdy each had one,
ha.
In the second game, the
Yanks ripped the A's 19-6.
Mark Waldrop got the win _an
the mound for the Yanks.
Alan McClard had two hits
for the Yanks while Mark
West, Scott Nix and Kelly
Steely each had one. For the
A's, Marlin Cochran had two
hits.
the day that Fryman would be
fined if he did not report to the
club by Tuesday.
Fryman, 13-13 at Montreal
last year, had a career record
of 110-124. His best season was
with the Detroit Tigers in 1972
when he had a 10-3 record and
a 2.05 earned run average. He
helped the Tigers win the
American League East under
Manager Billy Martin.
The Reds, who lost to
Houston 2-0 Monday night,
have now lost three
experienced starters within a
month. A month ago they
traded away starters Pat
Zachry and Gary Nolan,
electing to go with youth.
bilked By NBC
SAN DIEGO (AP) — City
officials say they are going to
try to get back at least some of
the $15,000 paid for a
commercial that was to run on
nationwide television.
The city gave that amount to
an advertising agency and the
Convention and Visitors
Bureau to help prepare a
three-minute spot about San
Diego that was to have run
during Saturday night's World
Team Tennis All-Star Match.
The match was carried on
the National Broadcasting
Co., but the spot wasn't.
Jordan I,ansky, a
spokesman for the advertising
agency, said the agreement
with NBC for the spot to be
carried was reached with Carl
Lindemann, then head of NBC
Sports Rut tho network
apparently changed its





recently named as the Most
Valuable Camper for the first
and second graders and the
MSU Basketball School.
In addition, he received a




champion. The son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Edwin Stub-
blefield, young Chad will be in
the second grade at Southwest
Calloway this fall.
The camp. which featured
individual instruction in eight
basic phases of the game, was
conducted by MSU head coach




Members for the Murray Little League All-Stars have been
selected and the field set for the Little League Tournament
which will begin at Fulton Monday.
The Murray All-Stars are as follows: Stuart Alexander,
Mark Boggess, 'Fun Brown, Ronnie Bryan, Eddie Burgess,
Kelly Calvin, Craig Darnell, David Denham, Gary Galloway,
David McMillen, Stefon Reed, Nicky Santagado, Robert
Stout and Jimmy West. Alternates are Diana Duncan and
David McCuiston.
The tourney at Fulton will begin at 6:30 p.m. Monday with
Paducah taking on Mayfield East. Murray is in the upper
bracket along with Paducah and Mayfield East and Murray
had the good fortune of drawing a bye.
The second game Monday will pit Marsh;a11 County against
Fulton at 8 p.m. Mayfield West drew the bye and is in the
lower bracket along with Marshall County and Fulton.
Tuesday's action will find Murray taking on the Paducah-
Mayfield East winner at 6:30 p.m. in the first semifinal
game. The second semifinal game Tuesday will begin at 8
p.m. and will find Mayfield West playing the Marshall Coun-
ty-Fulton winner.
The two semifinal winners will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday
with the winner advancing to a one-game playoff at Hen-
derson.
If Murray should fail to win the tourney at Fulton, they
would play in the Madisonville Little League Invitational the
following week.
Also entered in the tourney at Madisonville is the Little
League All-Star's Second *Team. Members of that team in-
clude Steve McDougal, Jon Billington, Jeff Downey, Roger
Dunn. Kyle Evans, Todd Harrison, Rodney Key, 
Brad
Lyons, Andy Parks, Jimmy Parrish, David Seaford, Wade
Smith, Harry Weatherly and David Whitten.
sports
Wierray Ledger & Times
Dave Garcia Named As
Angels' New Manager
ANAHEIM ( AP) — Dave
Garcia told the California
4gels before his first game
as manager that he has no
magic ways to transform a
muddling baseball team into a
contender.
Garcia was coaching third
base until Monday, when the
Angels fired Norm Sherry,
who himself was brought in E'
manager one year ago in
mother mid-season shake-up
ay the American League
:earn.
"I laid down some rules,"
Garcia said Monday night
before the Angels took on
Minnesota. ''I didn't say
much. I. told them I didn't
have a magic wand and we
won't win 20 games in a row.
The Angel management,
obviously dissatisfied with the
team's midpoint 39-42 record
after owner Gene Autry spent
nearly $7 million for new
talent, also hired former
Cleveland Manager Frank
Robinson as the first batting
coach and fired pitching coach




Garcia, 56, a native of East
St. Louis, Ill., came to the
Angels this season after two
years of coaching third base,
ironically, under Robinson. A
former infielder, he spent 15
years as a player ( but never in
the majors), 14 years as a
minor league manager and six
years as a scout and coach for
San Diego and Cleveland.
Robinson, .41, a Bel Air,
Calif., resident, has been
jobless since the Indians fired
him last month.
When Sherry, 45, was
brought in July 23, 1976, to
replace fired Dick Williams,
he lifted the Angels from the
cellar to fourthplace tie while
'compiling a 37-29 record. He
had managed Angels' farm
teams for five years and spent
1959-1962 playing with the




NEW YORK (AP) —
Baseball fans may be fickle,
but when it comes to choosing
the National League All-Star
starting team, they're very
predictable. .
The final tabulations in the
eighth annual All-Star fan
balloting released by Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
Monday listed seven
previously elected starters as
returning to the 1977 NL All-
Star team.
Steve Garvey, the slugging
first baseman of the Los
Angeles Dodgers, headed the
list of returnees as he became
the first player to receive
more than four million votes.
Garvey, winner of the Most
Valuable Player Award in the
1974 All-Star Game when .he
made the NI, team as a write-
in candidate, was selected as a
starter for the fourth straight
year. He received 4,277,735
votes in the balloting,
breaking the record of
3,497,358 set by outfielder
Reggie Jackson, then with
Oakland, in 1974.
Selected along with Garvey
were second baseman Joe
Morqgan, shortstop Dave
Concepcion, outfielder George
Foster and catcher Johnny
Bench of the Cincinnati Reds,
third baseman Ron Cey of Los
Angeles, and outfielders Greg
Luzinski of the Philadelphia
Phillies and Dave Parker of
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Over-all, a record 12,562,476
ballots were tabulated this
season, more than four million
above the previous mark of
8,370,145 set last year.
The American League
starters will be announced
today, and the reserves and
pitchers for both clubs will be
named later in the week by the
inanagers—Sparky Anderson
of Cincinnati and Billy Martin
of the New York Yankees.
The 48th All-Star Game will
be played July 19 at New
York's Yankee Stadium.
Four ether players besides
Garvey, received more than
three million votes.
Morgan, a seven-time All-
Star and a starter for the sixth
year in a row, was runner-up
with 3,309,754 votes. Bench,
the only player to be chosen as
a starter in each of the eight
years of fan balloting, was
named to the All-Star team for
the ninth time, with 3,262,680
votes.
Cey, an All-Star starter in
1974 and 1975, recaptured the
third base spot he lost to
Cincinnati's Pete Rose last
year, receiving 3,102,186
votes. And Concepcion, a
starter for the third year in a
row, got 3,098,750 votes.
Luzinski, an All-Star
reserve in 1975 and a starter
last year, led the outfielders
with 2,657,722 votes. Parker,
selected to the All-Star team
for the first time, collected
2,286,714 votes, and Foster, a




DENVER ( AP) — The
Denver Broncos have signed
center Bill Bryan, their
fourth-round selection in the
1977 college draft, to a aeries
of three one-year contracts,
the National Football League
club announced Monday.
Further terms of the
contract with the 6-foot-2, 245-
pound center from Duke were
not announced.
Two draft choices still have
not signed crtracts with the
Broncos.
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HOME FEDERAL IS NOW OVER . . .
$
Thanks to you. . .
OFFICERS
J. B. CONN
Chairman of the Board
.BOB G. SHERMA1V






Assistant Vice President—Branch Manager,










Branch Manager, Downtown Branch Office
00, 000strong!
. . . we're growing/
Home Office, 1601 Broadway
Opened July 17, 1976
Ph. 442-9171
Our Muiray Branch, soon to be
under construction, will give us 4.0







.out6ide Branch, 3240 S. Beltline Hwy.
• Opened Oct. 16, 1976
Ph. 444-7233
"The place where thousands are saving millions"
-
GROWTH IN RESOURCES
June 30, 1971 $26,301,737.28
June 30, 1972 $31,224,786.61
June 30, 1973 $38,042,076.93
June 30, 1974 S40,388,605.81
June 30, 1975 $47,139,135.38








President, Calvert at Lumber Co.
C. VVINSTON GHOLSON




President and Managing Officer
Home Federal Savings & Loan Association
WARD THOMAS
President, Economy Appliance & Furniture Co.
•
HOME FEDERAL Savings and Loan Association of Paducah, Ky.
tottemeiti ot CoRditioti
Assets
First Mortgage Loans 
Savings Account Loans 
Other Loans 
Real Estate Owned NONE





Federal Honk Loan Bank Stock 479,300.4e 1°'
Fixed Assets Less Depreciation 
Prepaid FSLIC Premium 










Liabilities and Net Worth
va
Savings Accounts 64,168,004.00
Advances From Federal Home Loan Bank IiONE,
, 
Other Borrowed Money NONE... 
_ .





Surplus — 1,115,549.74 3,230,549.74
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A Message To Advertisers





The guaranteed circulation of the Murray Ledger and Times is at an all-time high. Each
day some 8,000 newspapers come off the presses at our office. There are 27 full time employes
and 2 part-time employes working at the Ledger and Times each day.
In addition there are 26 routes each using one young person for 26 more employes. There 4°
are 22 newspaper racks in strategic locations in the city and‘county and four businesses sell
the paper over the counter.There are 55 people working daily in this community, creating, writing, publishing,
delivering and doing their daily best to bring you a locally owned locally published
newspaper. These people are employed and paid by your advertising dollars spent for your
, business in this community. They live here, they work here, their familes are here and they t
count on local business for their daily bread.We would like to continue to grow with this community and if you have advertising needs A
— we can give you the best answers. Let us know and we will work with your business to get
the total saturation you need. If there are areas other than Calloway County you want your
advertising to reach this can be accomplished through our program at the Ledger and Times,
103 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky., 42071, Ph. 753-1919.A plan to reach 18,000 patrons in an area surrounding Calloway County has been organized
by the Ledger for several months and will be introduced to our advertisers soon. Five other
counties will be covered with this circulation.Murray and Calloway County are covered like a blanket with our circulation. We .are
presently going into 7 out of every nine homes in Murray and Calloway County and have been
for three years. Those who have tried a regular program of advertising‘have benefitted. Look
at the total retail sales in Calloway Coufity ($115 million) and look at the businesses that have
the highest sales figures and see what our advertising is doing for them.
Has your business really tried a regular program of advertising in the Murray Ledger and
Times? Just one inch a day every day the six days the paper is published would reach 48,000
bands in each month and 2,477,000 hands in one year at present circulation. Think about that.
A full page ad weekly in The Murray Ledger & Times costs $215. Check this with page costs
in other publications. Our earned ad costs can_be as low as $1.05 per column inch of ad-
vertising. Nobody sells it cheaper.Murray continues to grow and its sales are continuing to rise. New businesses continue to
look at this community as the place to be to capture sales. New people move here and you
must tell them of goods and services and where to find their retail needs. Those who have
done this have increased sales.Plan your advertising carefully. Spend your dollar wisely, be sure you get what you pay for
and give regular advertising a try and see what happens at your cash register. We at the
Ledger & Times are ready to work to help your business and get your advertising in any area
where you want it to go.No discussion on the subject of newspaper advertising would be complete without
examination of the many advantages that can be realized by advertising in your local
newspaper. Ever since the first American newspaper, "Publick Occurrences Both Forreign
& Domestick," was published in the colonies in 1690, this country has looked to the local
newspaper for news, a ready vehicle for local massive communication, and worthy opinions
on matters of local, regional and national interest.Early newspaper ads were similar to today's display-classified advertisements, and were
usually captioned simply under the heading "NOTICES." These could be found anywhere in
the paper in groups or individually. Later this form of reader ad evolved into display ad-
vertising with the addition of drawings, photographs and other illustrations, designed to give
visual impact to the message. .Probably the most important thing about these facts is that the American public has
developed over the past nearly three hundred years the habit of reading and depending on
newspapers to keep them abreast of everything going on around them. And, while forming
this habit Americans have become accustomed to the presence of commercial messages
being interspersed with the news.Preconditioning, with such long-standing background, cannot logically be dismissed as
unimportant. Who cannot look back to his childhood and recall his father, or some other
adult, sitting peacefully in his favorite chair, reading the local newspaper? Such reading
habits have been passed down through all generations and still stand today!
Therefore, while a business advertiser may well be able to afford to buy advertising in
large regional publications, if he overlooks the very definite necessity for advertising in his
local paper also, he is depriving himself of local advertising impact that could make his
g regional advertising 'far more productive. Advertising impact is accumulative in that eactl of
your ads read by the public makes a deeper impression on the prospective buyer. If a buyer
finally comes to your establishment, after reading 10 of your advertisements, one might sur-
mise that the last ad read — the one that convinced him to take action — should be credited.
In some cases this may be true, but often it is the accumulative results of having read the
previ9us 9 advertisements that made it possible for the 10th to sell the reader on coming in to
make a buying decision.The advertiser who places all of his advertising in the local newspaper is concerneck with
whether he is advertising with sufficient regularity, while the regional or national advertiser
must always concern himself with thi final impact that can be provided most efficiently by
newspaper advertising on the local level.For the local business establishment concerned only with reachinglOcal buyers, it is easy
to see that local newspaper advertising is a necessity. The old saw which said, "All people do - -
is wrap their garbage with the newspaper" is obviously nonsense. If it were noc would the
most successful businesses in the country-continue to pour money into local newspaper ad-
_vertising?
Local businessmen should bear in mind that every local newspaper has its established
readership, and if you are going to cover your market area completely, and achieve the
ultimate results, ypu cannot eliminate from your advertising schedules your local
. newspapers.
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ACROSS 5 Bearing w.1-
ness to .
-1 Late Chinese 6 A slate {abbr
leader 7 Fairy .
4 Revealed 8 Hard of hearing
9 Nod 9 Japanese cry
12 Snake of .tlelight
13 Prof itabie 10 -Be in debt
14 Reverence 11 Marry
15 Feel s'orry for 16 Greek letter
17 Courted favor 18 Sources of
19 Aquatic water
mammal 20 Fish eggs
21 Persian hat 22 Enclosures for
22 Spanish for birds
••house 23 Make amends
24 Soak up 25 Female priest
26 Country of 27 Pure air 3
8 Hint
Asia • (collog 1 39 Ai
rican
29 Consumed 28 Dispatc
hes e:elies
30 Render ;ydwer- 30 The uria.
42 oiiection
less 31 A state (abbr i 
ut
32 Proceed 33 Newspapers. • facts •
. 33 Greek letter 
collectively 44 Girl's name
34 Those holding 37 One who 46 Toward 
she-
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submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication. I.
JESUS says in Mark
13:13. "And ye shall be
hated of all men for my
name's sake: but he that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." And in Luke
9:62 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking
back, is fit for the
kingdom of God." For
further information
consult your Bible. For
assistant call 753-0984.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 13
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
' • 753-0035. Free parking








HI. ROLLO-HOW DO YOU
























ul ABNER (HE 5411) "CURLY HA4:z
ISN'T- ANY •\',ARMER, E3u7- E3
0TH Goon















service shop in this
area. Murray Lawn and




-THEN ALL OF A SUDDEN
ONE LOUSY EAR
OVERWEIGHT? Lose up
to 30 lbs. in 30 days!!
New milk shake weight,
loss program - no
exercise, no drugs. Or
,become a distributor
and earn extra money.
Send replies to Shady
Oaks Trailer Court No.














Agency. Box 844, Milan,
TN 38358. Phone days
901-686-8661, nights after
7 p. m. 753-9514.

















5 Lost And Found
FOUND - MALE Poodle







Losr - COWS strayed
from Murray Livestock
Company going south of
stockyard down railroad
tracks. Contact Billy
Morgan, 753-9815 or 753-
1466.
LOST2 ,
A white and tan
short-haired mixed
breed dog, also a
small long haired
solid white dog. Both
lost in the New
Providence Cluirch
of Christ road area.




FULL TIME and part
time sales persons. Must
be able to run a cash
register. No phone calls',










722-7-1-10.-C KIDS HEARD )'ONLY FOSDICK )_._
,_
-L.:SONIETHNG I DIDN'T- LJNDERSTANDS







Democrat is looking for













over 21. Experience not
necessary. Send com-













velopes. Send a self-
addressed stamped
envelope to Fischer













14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY - good





ferably pull type for
Allis D Tractor. Call 436-
2124. •
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
7534669.
15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
SALE - AIR Con-
ditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with variable speed
fans, 9 position ther-













sizes, all deasities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
















FOR SALE used air
conditioners. We also




plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Murray Lumber._
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161.
A ROOD BUY ... give it a
fry. Blue Lustre
America's Favorite












home pest control to
house plait food.
Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200 E. Main.
15 Articles for Sale
ONE THREE case 20 cent
coke machine. Like new.
$400. Call 753-4389.
SHINGLES $13-50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3,4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam , insulation -
lee" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc.- P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 300.
CAMERA, 35 mm. Petri-







Auto, home of "Wishing
Will Gift Shop."
MATTRESSES: full set,
$65. With frame. Twin
set, $75. (Headboards,
$20.00) Call 753-4981.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.




$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14",
119.42 p1us12.30 FETax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $2L38 Plus $2.60
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
1.78x15", $25.76. plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white let-
ters, G70x14" or 15",
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
G60x14" or 15", $32•48
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
1.60x14" or 15", $33.85
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Truck tires - Hi way
tread. 700x15", 6 ply,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
L78x16",„ 8 ply, $41.25
plus $4.12 FE Tax.




ANTIQUES - iron beds,
English washstand, with
tile, Aladdin lamp,






cabinet $150. Five piece
silver tea set, $125. 489-
2755.
WHITE STOVE, $150.
Call 435-4516 or 753-6132.
19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used






NEW IDEA single row
corn picker. $500.00
good. Case tractor
diesel, 430 with plow.
Jubilee Ford ..t,ractor,
good. Call 4374001. Main
Street, Hardin, Ky.
20 SPO'! EQU ent
1972 MARK TWAIN 16 ft.









Cruiser. $2500. Can be




Venture, Sizzler. See at
Ky. Lake Sails, Highway
62, Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 1-395-7844 or 1-
362-8585.
20' MARK TWAIN, 188 h.
p. Mercruiser. Like new.
Lots of accessories.
$6500. ,Call Larry Heath
1-901479-3351.
YAMAHA 12 String
guitar. Only 6 months
old. Excellent condition.






Awriel Canny Saita lepaira
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Conhol
Ilene peed 6W wowed war V
yews. IA we alp wry wiparst nal tai
filsart,












made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all, mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








1975 15' RUNABOUT with
70 horse Mercury. Sears
dryer and 1973 Pontiac




15' fiberglass tri hull,
-swivel seats, 6 troll 20
h.p. motor, new battery.
New trolling motor. Tilt
trailer, $800. 22' Chest
freezer, $175. 1973 24 x 60
mobile home, 3
bedroom, on acre Ist.
Will sell with or without
lot. Call 489-2787.
MURRAY SUPPLY
Lawn and Garden has a
good supply of used lawn
and garden equipment.
200 E. Main. -
27 MotPle Home Sales
1976 14 x 52 NEW MOON
mobile home, Extra
clean. Lived in 8 mon-
ths. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
1973 VINDALE 12 x 65
with 7 x 14 expando
living room and 3 x 8 tip
out in bedroom. Corn--'pletely furnished and
carpeted. Also utility
shed, air conditioned'




wide home on block
foundation. Storage
room underneath 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths,
central air and heat. In
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
lake privileges. 436-2473.
31 Want To Rent
NEWLYWEDS
SEEKING unfurnished 2




needs house in country. „
Call 436-2533.
NICE HOUSE'for Middle
age couple. Call 436- '
2415.
THREE BEDROOM
house or duplex family
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31 Want To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE wants
house in country within
10 miles of Murray.
Willing to do minor
repairs. Call 753-6947.
32 Apartments For Rent
1600 WISWELL ROAD






utility room and bath.
$175 per month. Call 753-
3865.
FURNISHED APART-
MENTS, 1 • 2
bedrooms. Zimmerman
- Apartments, South 16th
r6treet, '753-6609.
FURNISHED Apartment
for rent. Close to M.S.U.
Call 7534564.
ONE BEDROOM
apartments for rent at
207 N. 12th. Phone 753-
3744 days or 753-0614
nights.
34 Houses For Rent




36 For Rent Or Lease
BUILDING FOR „Tent or
lease, 30 x 50. Ideal for
body shop. Call 436-5366.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building_ on
south side court square
Mayfieldf 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
37 livestOck Supplies
FOR SALE - Registered
IP quarter horse, 3 years
old. Priced to sell, $550.
Call after 7 p.m. 901-247-
5304.
B=. GENTLE BLACK, 15
month old quarter horse
colt. Make- pleasure or








pedigree $150. Call 753-
0836.
40 Produce
CORN, 75 cents dozen.
Ora King, Route 4. Call
753-4789.
41 Public Sales
FWE. PARTY Yard Sale,
Thursday, July 14th,














itelL M X Jr X 30 IP
43 Real Estate
LIVE IN ONE and rent
the other. Adjoining
properties on South 12th.
Spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick with electric
heat, family room,
carpeting, and




has a bright future.
Waldrop Real Estate,
206 S. 4th, 753-5646, after





beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.QURi?.AliAITY 
527-1468 753-9625
CAINELL COPE BRO.LEA
78 ACRE FARM just
listed with ap-
proximately 62 tendable
acres. Also 25 ACRES
just listed with over 1300
-feet of highway frontage





TWO ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home,
new septic tank and






FARM 20 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
and frame home. Has 10
acres tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
also a pond. Has 24 1 30
_cleanup shop. Large
comfy family room with
fireplace. Home in good
condition inside and out.
Located on Faxon Road.
Just 1 miles off of 94
East. Priced in mid 30's.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
















MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
NICE HOME - LOW PRICE
This seven room, three bedroom home is priced
under twenty4our thousand dollars. Has large,
one acre lot. Has assumable nineteen thousand
dollar VA loan. -
DONALD R TUCKER A fUll SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
Suit's it' -•
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe I. Kennon   436 5676
Chuck Shuffett   753 4580
Patricia Miller   753 7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.  753-1930
.1
APPROXIMATELY





fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
FOUR BEDROOM
BRICK home on 21/2
acres located ap-
proximately 4 miles
from • Murray. Lovely
yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
-gErd'ErT arta aiidmall
barn for horses. Priced








202 &tett 401 Street
Ilene 753-31114
NEED A dream home
building *site? 9 acres of
prkne land, one-half
mile south of Highway
94 in Lynn Grove
community. Two large
stock barns, one large
tool shed, well house for
own well, two-car
garage, fenced, water in
all buildings, septic
system, T.V. tower and
antenna. Priced for
quick sale. Call 435-4484
anytime for showing.
LOVELY- 4 bedroom
home located on- a tree
shaded 1)-2 acre lot just
outside city limits of
Murray. Home features






to large garage. Priced
in 50's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for




borhood on the west side
of Murray, this 3







air, lovely fenced back
yard with brick pratio,
beautiful floral garden
and gas bar-b-que grill.
Priced in the mid 30's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or come by our
office at 71 Main Street.
1301 KIRKOOD -
Spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath home with large
living and dining room.




Corner, lot, 150 x 185,
with fenced garden. and
fruit trees. Room to
spread out. Call or come
by 105 N. 12th, Boyd
Majors Real Estate. 753-
8080.
REALTORS
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"I KICKED IT, PULLED 11-1E PLUG,
BUT IT STILL \NOWT STOP."
43 Real Estate
LARGE 2 story frame
'home. 5 bedroom,
2 baths ... nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an
appointment to see this
home. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.
46 Homes for Sale
BY OWNER, 5 bedroom
brick home with 2 baths,
2 levels, newly
decorated, central heat
and air, walk in
recreation room, lots of
closet_ spaco - Ap-
proximately 2600 sq. ft.
of living space. Call 753-
8869.
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
m Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Solite
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502-
442-7368.
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
souse. Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th,
Call 753-9799.
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four
miles out South 121. Call
753-7948.
WELL PLANNED home
for family living with
energy efficient heat
pump. Four bedrooms,
242 baths, large den with
fireplace; • armat dining
room and eat-in kitchen.




central heat and air.
Price $29,900. Call 753-
9827.
HOUSE AND 20 acres, 2






-121 South. Call 436-2118.
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14,500. Call
7624288 or 753-6274 after
5 p. m.
GATESBOROUGH -
year old home, 3
bedroom, 2": bath, den
with fireplace, heat
pump, central air, in-






Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1977 YAMAHA DT 175.
$600. Looks like new.
One month old. Call 753-
5543 after 4.
1976 YAMAHA 80. Low
mileage. Call 436-5359.
1973 YAMAHA 750. Ex-
cellent condition. $700.
Call 753-8756 after 5.










Route 7 & Wiswell Road.
49 Used Cars el Trucks
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between' 6and 7 p. ILL
1970 PONTIAC
Executive, extra extra





steering, fifth wheel and
ball hitch, spare tank.
Call 753-1549 after 4.
ONE OWNER, low
'mileage, 1966 Chevrolet
4 doer , sedan. Good
mechanical condition.
Good tires. Almost new








white on gold, double'
power and air. Excellent
condition. Call 753-8149
after 4 p. in.
1173 -CHEVROLET 10 ft.
step van. Six cylinder, 4
speed, low mileage.
$2500 or best offer. Call
436-5427.
1967 MUSTANG, ex-
cellent shape. Inside and
out $1100 Call 753-0066
after 3, 753-2982.
1969 'DODGE CORONET,
local tar, 318 engine.
rtins fine. Clean
$575. Call 753-4020. •





13' SCOTTIE, sleeps 4, 2
burner stove and icebox.
$650. Call 492-8369 after 5
p. m.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East -of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
51 Servtces Offered
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 centsper sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x











windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
WILL HAUL LIME or









roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-6696.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stajlation will do
plumbing, heating and















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor





437-4533 or after 8 p, in.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall







SEARS now. Call Doug ,
Taylor at 753-2310 for








between 7-10 a.m. 753-
Glover, 753-1873 after 5 9q98.
or weekends.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435 4343 or
753-9490.
ELECTRICAL WIRING





- TRICLAN- prompt -ef-
ficient service. NO Job










Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,




436-2712 after 6 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Bear4, 436-2306.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-










steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning,,lAisiness today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July
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plate, window glass, and





FREE - Three part-
husky puppies. 2'2
months old. Very
healthy. They hold their
tails in a curve over
their backs. Call 436-2171
or 753-3436.
FREE - Lovely eight
week old puppies. Black.
Cute and cuddly. Call .
753-6392.
FREE - Two ten week
old kittens. Very
healthy. One is solid
black and the other is
black and gray tiger
stripped. Being cared
for by Humane Societx
and will have to be
destroyed if no homes
are found for them. Call
753-3535 after 4:30 p.m.
FREE 3. beautiful- 8
week old kittens and 1,42
grown spayed female
cat. Sweet and playful.





floorod, v,y to woo. Or boy or 11-lolkood son. Coopiets sod
rosily to oseroble SA op to 1640 sloodoril, but stil precis ay size
soo4ol. Sop the root limo come to Costes bat sod bin Ow boo
tor loss.
WILT FOOTANI SOWINGS 753-0004
-
CLASSIC MURRAY HOME
Exceptional quality home in excellent neigh-
borhood. Home is very neat and most of house
has been recently redecorated. Three large
bedrooms, 2 baths, large ldtchen, living 'room
and den have fireplaces, custom-made
- draperies, beautifully landscaped yard, very
reasonable utility bills. Over 2600 square feet of
living area. Phone us today for an appointment
to see this lovely home.
<KKOPPERUD
REALTYM
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
1971 FORD F250, 34 ton, 6
cylinder, four speed.
$700. Call dfter 6:00, 753-
7458.
- _ •
1969 MUSTANG Mach I,
$500. Call ;5-i-7667 after 6
p.m
LITTLE WHITE 1970'
Maverick ear for sale.
$595. Call 767-4370 3
p.rr
1955 FORD pickup, 1971
Dodge Chdrger SE. Call
753-4618 after 5 y.m.
1949 FORD l 2 ton truck.
Antique .ind original
paint, parts, etc. Ex-
-AU nt I widiji 
offer. ('all 753-4590.
1975 OLDSMOBILE
Starfirc with air con-
dition. (all 753-6680.
1973 FORD LTD, ex-
cellent mechanical
condition. air, power,
low mileaiN. $2400. Call
753-7595,
1971 1M P 1 .A hardtop, 2
door, power steering.





1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
NOW attics










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, My






needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lade. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
ANY KIND 'of hauling
done. Garbage in county.




Lewn mower end soma engine
repair. Rebuilt lawn atewers,
$25.00 end sp. Riding
mowers, $100 end up
A GREAT BUY
A, fine choice for a "Starter" 1Come or for
retirement. Two bedroom frame in eicellant
condition. Large rooms, air conditioner, wall to
wall carpet, insulation. A deck for outdoor en-
joyment. Only $15,900.00.
Guy Spann •Reafty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Strom Phone .753-7724
titooloor of MOH* Doting's
Goy Spann, 753-2587 Weiss llokor, 753-2409
jock Person, 7331961 Prentice Own, 753-5725
SOURCE
Real Estate Taxes ,










The County of Calloway will hold a public hearing in
the Calloway County Circuit _Courtroom on July 22,
1977 at 9:30 a. m. for the purpose of obtaining corn-,
ments froni citizens regarding the proposed annual
budget and the use of Revenue Sharing funds as con-
tained in that budget. _summarized__holow P0. in-
terested citizens, and organizations are encouraged

















Truck Lic., Dist., Eq. Ren.,
Opr. L.
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Alvie Taylor of Murray
Route Three died Monday at
10:20 p.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. He was 77
years of age and a retired
farmer. _
The deceased was born May
16, 1900, in Calloway County
and was the son of the late Add
and Minnie Taylor. He was
married September 4, 1921. to
the former Opal Lockhart,
who survives.
The survivors include his
wife, Opal; one daughter.
Mrs. Lavelle Smith, Murray
Route Three; oir sister, Mrs.
Ennis Herndon, Baytown,
Texas; one otep brother,
Moses Outland, Paducah•
Route Two; two grand-
children, David E. Smith,
Murray Route Three, a and
Mrs. Paula Sills, Mutray
Route Six; one great grand-
daughter, Stacey Anne Sills,
Murray Route Sjx.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may -call at the





The funeral for Frelon
Pierce, 51 year old resident of
Kirlcsq Route 'One, was held
Monday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Pete Carlisle and the Rev.
David Brasher officiating.
The Rev. and Mrs. Wayne
Carter conducted the music
and song Service.
Marlin Pierce, Billy Ray
Housden, Dickie Bazzelr,
-Doyle Pierce, and Johnny and
Terry Bohannon served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Kirksey Cemetery.
Mr. Pierce died Saturday at
seven p.m. at his home. He is
survived by his wife, Frances;
three daughters, Mrs. Danny
Belcher, Kirksey Route One,
Mrs. Joel Carlisle, Almo, and
Mrs. Rodney Stallons, Murray
Route Two; two sons,
Michael, Murray Route Two,
and Mark, Kirksey Route
One; three sisters, Mrs. Kelly
Rogers, Ilxington, Mrs. Dell
Bazzell, Farmington, and
Mrs. Billy Housden, Murray;
five brothers, Carnie, Far-
mington, James, Murray, and
Carlos, Fred, and Paul,
Kirksey Route One; four
grandchildren. LeAnna and
Alice Belcher, Matthew




George Casey, age 91, died
Monday at 2:55 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Horne. He
was a resident of Farmington
Route One.
Survivors are nephews and
nieces including Guy Luther, litecublemcienccore 
Murray, Gale Luther, Kansas Ponderosa syeeres 
City,., Kan., Wayne and tiUmbernon rlyClCarbiret 
Beecher Hubbard, Memphis, W. R. Grace 
General Elec.
Tn., Mrs. Terry McCuan and Texaco 
Mrs. Fred Canter, Mayfield GAF
Route One, . Mrs. Ben Thur-
mond and Mrs., Richard
Colley, Mayfield, Mrs. Gay
Woods, Mayfield Route Five,
and Mrs. Mary Lou Wright,
Mayfield Route Seven.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. Harry
Nall officiating. Burial will
follow in the Burnett's Chapel
ATTENDS SESSION—The final session of the Governor's Task Force on Emergency
Aid was held in the state capitol recently. The committee has been drafting a
proposed bill as directed by a 1976 legikla0ve resolution. jean Blankenship, executive
director of the Calloway County Red Cross Chapter, pictured third from left, is on the
12-member task force, along with representatives of the legislature, county judges
association, government and community service agencies, and the Legislative Resear-
ch Committee.
Organized Labor Counting On
Carter Help To Change Rules
WASHINGTON 1AP) —
Organized labor, buffeted by_a
series of disappointing
decisions from the Carter
administration, is counting on
the President to help revise
the nation's labor laws..
The. White House confirmed
Monday that President Carter
will send Cengress a message
within 10 days proposing
changes in the National Labor
Relations Act that would
make it easier for unions to
organize new members.
The legislation would




"Human Rights and In-
ternational Law" will be the
topic for this • Wednesday's
UCM luncheon program to be
given by Dr. Peter Hefron,
Murray State University
instructor in Political Science.
This is the second summer
luncheon dealing with the
theme of human rights. Last
week the Rev. Arturo Fer-
nandez from Guatemala spoke
on "Human Rights Issues in
Guatemala."
Dr. HefrOn'will address the -
issue of Human_ Rights as it
relates to existing in-
ternational law.
Dr. Hefron has been
teaching courses in in-
ternational law and foreign
relations. Hefron is a graduate
of - Middlesbury College in
Vermont and holds his Ph. D.
from the Fletcher School of
Law and Diplomacy at Tufts
University. .
This .Wednesday's luncheon
program- will begin at 12:15
and is open to the public. This
third and final luncheon
program of the summer
session will be held at the
. United Campus Ministry, 202
North 15th Street. Cost of the
meat is $1.25 and persons who














Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the ledger,&
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of










Georgia Pacific 29% uric
Pfizer 27% unc
Jim Walters 33% -%
Kirsch 16%
Disney 357  unc
Franklin Mint . ......  11% unc
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by L M. Simon Co. are as follows
Indus. Av.  -144
Airco AN As
Am. Motors 37• -%
Ashland Oil 35% +%
AT&T. grime
Ford Motor 45 -aik
Gen  60 -I
Gait Motors 611 unc
Gen. Tire 27% +%
Goodrich 25L4 +1,4
Gulf Oil 254 +'s
Pennwalt 3644 -4•
Quaker Outs 22% + %
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg  14 +%
Tappan 10% unc
Western Union  111%
Zenith Radio  21%
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July
12,1577
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Matet
Report Inchicles 7 Buying Stations
: Act. 713 E. 400 Barrows &
Gds, [.35 loireeSowe .00100 lower
US 1-2 200-2301bl.  645.50-45.75
US 1-3 360-240 lbs. . 045.2545.50
US 14 2442110 lbs.  044.50-45.25
US 34 3104110 lbs. . $43 75-44.50
Sows
133 1-2 nossoun. .. $3500.35 50'
US 1-3 300450 lbs. $35 50.35 50
US 1-3 450460 lbs. . .1136 5047 50 few 36.00
US 24 300400 lba. , 134.01145.00
Boars 24.00-111.01 .
expedite organizing elections
and provide stiff penalties for
employers who fail to comply
with labor board decisiohs..
Carter's support for the
labor-law changes, the AFL-
CIO's top legislative priority,
is expected to improve
chances for congressional
passage. It had been given
little chance earlier this year
after the surprising defeat of a
labor-backed bill to expand
union picketing. rights at
construction sites.
The President's decision,
reached last week after
lengthy negotiations between
White House and AFL-CIO
officials, also should help
smooth his relations with
labor leaders. -4--
Although Carter and union
leaders were campaign allies
last fall, their relationship
became strained this year
when the White House ignored
AFL-CIO recommendations
on presidential appointments,
abandoned the $50 per person
tax rebates and proposed a;
smaller increase in . the
minimum wage than labor
wanted. •
Two weeks ago, United Auto
Workers .President Douglas
Fraser urged Carter to lead
the la borlaw fight and warned
of political consequences if
changes were not made.
Fraser said if labor didn't
win the battle, "then we didn't
win the election last




Children may still register
for the cruise for members of
the summer reading program
of the Calloway County Public
Library to be held on Wed-
nesday, July 13, on the side
wheeler, the -Princess" at
Kenlake, according to a
library spokesman.
Openings are still available
and parents may register
their children at ifie- public
library. Riverboat stories and
music -will entertain the
cruisers during the boat trip.
Parents may attend if they
furnish their own tran-
sportation. Children attending
should be at the library before.
the threeTan. departure time
and parents may pick up their
children around -5:30 p.m. at
the library.
The unions, which have
found it increasingly difficult
to organ* new members,
contend that some employers
take advantage of government
red tape and use illegal tactics
to stymie organizing efforts.
The AFL-CIO says the
proposed legislation is not
intended to increase union
strength, but to safeguard the
rights of workers under the
National Labor Relations Act
of 1935 to join unions and
bargain collectively.
A major element of the
proposal would impose strict
deadlines on the NLRB to
schedule representation
elections once a union has
obtained the reqpired
authorization cards from 30
per cent of the employes in a
work place. The proposal also
would double the back wages
Sii employer must pay if the
NLRB finds employes were
illegally fired for engaging in
ttnion activities.
125 To 150 Protesters At
Kent State Arrested Today
.By SERGIO LALL1
Associated Press Writer
KENT, Ohio (AP) — Police
armed only with nightsticks
moved across the Kent State
University campus today,
arresting between 125 and 150
protesters defying a court
order to abandon a tent city on
the site where four students
were killed seven years ago.
Those arrested included
fathers of two of the slain
students. The last two persons
taken into custody were in
wheel chairs.
After completing the
arrests, deputies prepared to
rope off the area and remove
the tents.
There was little resistance
from the protesters, who had
prepared themselves for the
Scheuer; whose daughter'
Sandy Lee Scheuer was killed
in the 1970 protest; Arthur
Krause, whose daughter
Allison Krause was shot to
death, and Alan Canfora, who
was among the wounded.
The arrests began about
half an hour after the 8 a.m.
deadline set by a county
judge. Before police moved in,
the protesters were read the
judge's order to leave the area
and then individual copies
were distributed. De-
monstrators collected the
prAoteiskudgeO II ' 'the
ere4 -040,,waste can.
copies and deposited them in a
Shortly before the 8 a.m.
deadline, more than 100
persons had moved to the
crest of a hill overlooking the
site where the students had
been shot. Faculty observers
confrontation by linking arms
and legs to form a square. As
police took the demonstrators
into custody one by one, they
either walked or were carried
to waiting buses to be taken to
the county jail.
The demonstrators have
been protesting the pending
construction of a $5 million
annex to a gymnasium near
the site of the deaths and the
wounding of nine others by
National Guard troops during
an antiwar protest on May 4,
1970. •
encampment, but also ordered
the university to delay
construction of the gym.
Among the first to be
arrested were Martin
Soviet Hijackers Surrender
To Finnish Authorities Today




ending the second hijacking .f
a Soviet airliner to
Scandinavia in 642 weeks.
Finnish officials said the pair
would be turned over to the
Soviets as soon as possible.
Authorities identified diem
as Alexander Zabirnjak, 19,
and Gennady Seluzhko, 72.
They commandeered a twin-
jet Aeroflot Tupolev 134




Uusitalo told an airport news
conference': Finland had
received In extradition
. request from the Soviet
government.
Fkimish officiaLs said the
men would be returned to the
Soviet', Union in accordance
with a 1974 anti-hijacking
treaty between the two
countries. The Soviet Union is
t,he only nation having such a
treaty with Finland.
In the Soviet Union they face
prison terms of 3 to 15 years
and could have been executed
if the hijacking had caused
any deaths.
An official Finnish
communique said the first
Controversial Earl Butz To
Launch State GOP's Campaign
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) —
Kentucky Republicans are
launching their first state
campaign rally of the year
with a controversial figure as
the main speaker.
Re is Earl Butz, the former
U.S. secretary of agriculture,
and will appear in „Bowling
Green on July 23.
Butz _resigned during the
1976 presidential campaign
after a furor about private
remarks he made which were
interpreted as a slur against
blacks.
He returned to his post as
dean of the College of
Agriculture at Purdue
University at Lafayette, Ind.
Larry Van Hoose, executive
director of the state _party,.
said Monday that Butz is the
speaker preferred by
Republicans in the 1st and 2nd
congressional districts in
Kentucky because of his
status and agricultural
knowledge.
Lee Nunn, the state GOP
Chairman; said Sunday, that
Butz is "one of the greatest
secretaries of agriculture we
ever had.:
•
Tunicjc Elected To Term
Dr. Roy H. Tunick, director .
of the • Division - of
Rehabilitation at Murray
State University, was elected
recently to a one-year term as •
chairman of undergraduate
rehabilitation educators in the
Region IV Rehabilitation
Regional Training Council-,
Selected at the . annual
•Ouncil Meeting in Gatlinburg.
Fenn., Tunick will head a





coordinating activities for the
13 indiVidual programs in the
region.
'rollick, who joined the
favIty in 1974„will also be in
Washington, D. ('., this month
as one of four rehabilitation
educators. particpating in, a
national peer review. He will
be I'eading and evaluating'
rehabilitation grants sub-
mitted for 'funding to the
Dcpai tment of
F:ducation and Welfare.
I ffice of Human 1)
merit, and the liehabilitahnn
Service Adininistration
Ile was elected in S.
y the %At, nal-
Rehabilitation AssociaFo
the American Personnel aril
Guidance Association, and th,
National Council .f
Educator
.hairman of a committo to
develop and coordok.h.
now! MM.; for two 1541: n, I
ehabilitation convention this
The first was I..
\larch in Dallas,. Texas,
the second is schedul.'.1
Washington, D. C., in S.1.-
tember.
Tunic+. %.;is also tic
appointed to serve on th•
editorial board of the Journal
iii Anierican Mental 11...alth
Counselors Association Hp,
duties will begin in 1971 -Id
it ill continue for an
term.
The Republicans will hold
their opening district rally in
Bowling Green as part of a
general picnie and
entertainment session. They
are selling tickets for $15 each.
In conjunction with the
event, the Republican State
Central Committee will hold
its quarterly meeting in the
city earlier in the day.
Van Hoose said his party
has "a surprising number of
city, county and legislative
candidates" in a section of the




ho is Farm Bureau Federation
said award for distinguished
"if service to agriculture — the
that, time frame pro s to be first secretary to be so
too short, we'll extend it honored in more than 25 years.
rather than compromise the
analysis and study of the data
we have compiled."
State investigators have
interviewed about 600 patrons
and employes of the northern
Kentucky nightclub in a
search for clues to the May 28
disaster. Brandenburgh said
-the --next_ -stap—is—to- -mail--
questionnaires to "several
hundred" occupants of the
supper club who haven't
already been interviewed.
"There is certain basic
information you can get in a
questionnaire form that'll help
document the occurrences of
the evening that really- don't
require detailed statements,"
Brandenburgh said.
In addition to state police.'s
the inVestigation team is
composed of personnel from
the state fire marshal's office
and Nprthern Kentucky
University law professor Ovid
C. Lewis- -
Gov. Julian Carroll
appointed Lewis 4o handle
legal aspects of the
investigation.
in such prospects.
He said the growing number
of candidates fits in with the
party's attempt to rebound
from past setbacks through
participation in local contests
first — "from the ground up."
"Many potential candidates
for future statewide office will
be on hand," Van Hoose said.
"There is a different mood out
there, . much more
aggressive."
The Republican budget this
year provides $50,000 for
direct financial aid to General
Assembly 'candidates, plus
g$hu2e0a0,dq0u01:0trto ertso hcearneduindaantdesthaetlpe




Lee Nunn said Sunday that
as
there was four years ago. He
--named more than 10 prospects
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)---  for the post.
A state investigation of the Butz grew up on a small.,
Beverly Hills Supper Club fire farm, attended Purdue'
that killed le4 persons in a University and served five
Memorial Day weekend blaze years as agriculture
may be completed by Sept. 1, secretary. He traveled to' 40
State Police. Commissioner nations in that capacity.





of Owensboro, a music
education major at Murray
State University, will present
her senior recital on the
campus, Sunday, July 17.
Scheduled at 2:00 p.m. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the piano by
Debussy, Beethoven, and
p.
hijacker gave himself up three
hours after the last three
hostages managed to escape
from the plane early today‘He
was followed within a half-
hour by the other hijacker, it
said.
Officials said the hijackers
had been armed with one hand
grenade that,' according to
-preliminary investigation,
contained no explosives.
During negotiations the Vivo
had claimed to be armed with
several hand grenades, the
communique said.
There was no word on other
possible weapons. Earlier an
airport spokesman said no
weapons were carried by the
hijackers when they walked
out of the plane and
surrendered, about 36 hours
after seizing the jetliner.
"The aim of the government
was to avoid bloodshed,"




chose to try a peaceful
solution, and we wanted to
keep the situation under strict
control."
First reports said there had
been 79 persons aboard the
plane, but later information
indicated there were 76.
wearing yellow arm bands
watched.
Residents of the makeshift
tent city had voted Monday
night to defy the court order to





Tim Burchfield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Burchfield, 1603
Belmonte Dr., recently
attended Camp Currie, one of
three conservation education
camps in Kentucky operated
by the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources. As a first-
year camper, Tim achieved
the rating of "Kentucky
Outdoorsman" while at Camp
Currie. Only four of the 120
campers attending the five-
- day camp completed all areas
of qualification necessary to
win the honor camper award.
To earn a Kentucky
Tim Berchfkid •
Outdoorsman designation, a
camper must pass tests in
boating, casting, archery,
first aid, swimming, safe
hunting, wildlife, voyageur,
and naturalist.
'Tim is a member of the
Murray Swim Team, a third
year camper at the Dawson
Springs 4-H Camp, a second
Class Scout in Troop 13, and
will be in the 6th grade at
Murray Middle School this
fall.
The conservation club
leader for the Purchase Area
is Rory B. Flynn, Mayfield.
Camp Currie is open to club
members in the 5th and 6th
grades.
Story To Participate In
Series At Northwestern U.
Donald Story, clarinetist
and faculty member at
Murray State University since
1967, has been selected to
participate in a series of
master classes at Nor-
thwestern University,
_ Evanston- _Ill- as- 4--a
summer improvement leave.
He was the first of nine
clarinetists from the United
States and Europe chosen on
the basis of auditions for the
master classes. Conducting
the classes will be Robert
Mareellus, retired solo
clarinetist with the Cleveland
Symphony Orchestra.
Ilichaid W. Farrell,
chairman of the Department
of Music, noted that Marcellus
is "considered by many to be
the finest teacher and
clarinetist in the world' and
said story's selection for the
master classes "reflects great
credit to him as a teacher and
performer, as well as to
Murray State and its music
program."
• Story joined the faculty
after teachin , nine -ear
ic ita, Kans., publi(
schools, He played in the
Wichita Symphony Orchestra
for several years and hag also
performed with the Nashville
Symphony Orchestra on
several occasions.
He earned the B. M. E. and
the MM. E. degrees__ at
Wichita State University and
has done postgraduate work at
the University of Arkansas
and Southern Illinois
University.
A native of Pittsburg, Ktiso
Story has gained a






the opening of his
office
for the practice of
General Denfistry
on Monday, icily 1 1 -
915 Coldwater Rd.
753-9479
Nears: lea. Wed. 1-5 1-1 p.m.
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